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ABSTRACT 
 

Test efficiency measures the cost-effectiveness of a test organisation and it is 
measured by dividing the number of defects found in a test by the effort needed to 
perform the test. This thesis project investigated whether the Mobile Positioning 
Centre (MPC) site at Ericsson AB could improve their test efficiency or not. The 
purpose of the project was to identify areas that could increase the test efficiency 
by investigating state of the art literature and evaluating the test process at MPC.  

The evaluation identified unit testing and debugging as the areas at MPC where the 
test efficiency could be increased the most. The project work resulted in an 
implementation proposal containing a number of actions that would increase the 
test efficiency at MPC. Primarily, the actions comprised an improved test tool 
environment; both enhancements for the existing tools and design suggestions for 
new test tools. The implementation proposal also included suggestions for how to 
integrate the test tool improvements with the organisation and processes at MPC.  

 

Keywords: Software testing, test efficiency, test tools, 
process improvement.  
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Chapter 1  
 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Project background 
This thesis project comprised a case study at the MPC site at Ericsson AB, which 
develops a central part of the Ericsson mobile positioning solution that provides 
operators with the ability to determine the geographical position of mobile 
subscribers. MPC develops two products for the positioning solution where the 
first product comprises a gateway between the mobile network and location-
dependent applications that for example handles authorisations and billing. The 
other product handles the actual positioning procedure; it calculates the position of 
the mobile subscriber using information obtained from the network. 

Since mobile positioning is a technology with high market demands and high 
competition, short time-to-market is crucial for convincing the customers to buy 
such products. Therefore, it is of high priority to decrease lead-time of the 
development process at MPC, and since the managers there believe that the largest 
gains could be obtained within the testing process; they requested further research 
within this area. 

Testing of the products at MPC in the operational environment requires time-
consuming hardware configurations and therefore, software verification becomes a 
quite complex process. Furthermore, when this thesis project was conducted, MPC 
was a relatively young organisation that had grown rapidly over the last few years. 
During this evolution, their products grew increasingly complex and meanwhile 
MPC did not assess the test process enough to determine whether they had 
adequate test efficiency or not. Therefore, the managers wanted to know if it was 
possible to make testing of MPC’s products more efficient. 

1.2 Efficient testing 
Since this thesis project focus on the matter of test efficiency, a concept that is well 
known but easily confused with test effectiveness; it requires an explanation.  

In this thesis project, test efficiency measures cost-effective improvements that 
decrease the needed test effort at MPC without lowering the quality. On the other 
hand, test effectiveness focuses on how many defects a technique or process finds, 
not at the costs of finding them. Test efficiency is measured by dividing the 
number of defects found in a test by the effort needed to perform the test (Pfleeger 
2001). In addition, Pfleeger states that test efficiency measures not only can show 
the costs of finding defects; such measures can also determine the relative costs of 
finding the defects in diff erent phases. 

Since one of the more important tasks at MPC is to have a short time-to-market, it 
is of great importance for them to have an efficient test process where the product 
reaches an adequate quality level at the lowest cost. To achieve efficient testing, 
investigations must find techniques that increase the test efficiency and they must 
remove bottlenecks in the test process that otherwise would decrease the test 
efficiency.  
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1.3 Purpose and scope 

1.3.1 Objectives  
The purpose of this thesis project was to evaluate software testing techniques and 
make a proposal for how MPC can improve the test efficiency in their development 
process.   

In order to achieve the above stated, the research work comprised the following 
activities: 

• Identify and evaluate “state of the art” testing techniques and processes within 
software development. 

• Evaluate the test process at MPC. 
• Identify what can improve the test efficiency at MPC the most. 
• Propose how to apply the selected improvements at MPC.  

1.3.2 Hypotheses 
During the initial studies, a few problem areas and possible improvements within 
the test process at MPC evolved. Below follows a description of a number of 
statements from the findings, which this report needs to confirm or reject in order 
to achieve the project objectives. 

1. The test process at MPC is a more time-consuming activity than necessary 
because: 

…many defects are more expensive to correct than needed.  

…there is a lack of tool support for the developers and testers. 

2. It is possible to improve the test efficiency at MPC by: 

…putting more effort into the basic test phase (section 5.2.2.1). 

…increasing the tool support for locating defect origins. 

…introducing new techniques for test case elicitation  

With these statements, the project had 1) a starting point for where to find 
scarcities at MPC and 2) suggested areas for where improvements can be 
beneficial.   

1.3.3 Limitations 
When evaluating the test process at MPC and developing an improvement proposal 
for it, the purpose was not to discuss and propose improvements within all aspects 
in the test process. Instead, after making a survey over the test process, the analysis 
focused on specific areas that might become beneficial for MPC. Since INDUS, a 
test unit at MPC that is operating at another location, conducts the latter test 
phases, it was harder to identify improvements there. Therefore, the thesis project 
expected to find most of the improvement suggestions in the earlier phases, e.g. 
Basic Test, System Design Test and Function Test (section 5.2.2).  

When investigating state of the art research, it was not the intention to cover all 
recent research within the area; the investigation focused on aspects that seem 
useful for the test process at MPC. For state of practice, the thesis project did not 
include a survey of the current state of the software industry due to the complexity 
involved in such a task. Selecting adequate companies for such survey is time-
consuming and in addition, it would probably be hard to get reliable results from 
the gathered data since it might be hard to find exhaustive and objective 
information from competing companies. 
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1.4 Reading guidelines 

1.4.1 The essence of the thesis 
To get an idea of the contents of the thesis, it is possible to read the summary at the 
end of each chapter. However, quick readers might only be interested in some 
chapters depending on what they search for. For example, within the following key 
areas:  

How the research was conducted: Chapter 2, 6.  

Results from the literature studies: Chapter 3, 4. 

Selection of improvements: Chapter 8. 

Improvement proposal: Chapter 9.  

1.4.2 Chapter outline 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1-2: An outline of the main chapters in the report (excluding Introduction, 
Method, Conclusions and References), where the arrows describe the connections 
between the chapters. 

Chapter 2 (Method) : Describes the overall structure of the thesis project and a 
discussion concerning possible methods to select for achieving the project 
objectives. 

Chapter 3 (Testing fundamentals): Gives the readers a basic overview of what 
testing is, how it normally is performed, and the test terminology used further on in 
the report. 
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Chapter 4 (State of the art in software testing): Describes a few  “state of the art” 
test areas related to software testing that might be possible ways of improving the 
test efficiency at MPC.  

Chapter 5 (Test process structure at MPC) This chapter describes how MPC 
conducts their test activities. The main purpose of the chapter is to give an 
overview of the test levels at MPC and a description of the tools that the testers use 
when performing the test activities.  

Chapter 6 (Survey at MPC): The purpose of this chapter is to gather various data 
from MPC that can serve as the foundation when identifying improvements within 
the area of test efficiency. The chapter collects project data and opinions about how 
testing is performed and should be performed at MPC. 

Chapter 7 (Identification of candidate improvements): This chapter gathers all 
problems and possible improvements from conducted evaluations and literature 
studies and sorts them into suitable areas. 

Chapter 8 (Selection of improvements): This chapter determines the applicability 
of the improvements that the previous chapter identified. The chapter removes 
improvement suggestions that for various reasons are not suitable.  

Chapter 9 (Improvement proposal):  With the improvements selection in the 
previous chapter as foundation, this chapter presents a proposal for how to 
implement these improvement suggestions at MPC. 

Chapter 10 (Conclusions): The conclusions chapter summaries the results that the 
thesis project obtained and validates the hypotheses it specified.   

Chapter 11 (Further work): Suggests related areas that could be investigated in 
future research.  

1.5 Definitions 
The purpose of the definitions in this section is to avoid obscurities when the 
concepts are used in the report. With the definitions below, the concepts that 
otherwise might have been misinterpreted are described.  

Branch: ‘A program point at which the control flow has two or more alternatives’ 
(Beizer 1983).  

Debugging: Comprises all possible activities for locating defect origins (do not 
need to be a tool that traverses code in run-time).  

Error: A mistake that results in a fault in a specification or in the software.  

Fault and defect: ‘An incorrect step, process, or data definition in a computer 
program’ (IEEE 1990). A fault might cause a failure. 

Failure: ‘The inability of a system or component to perform its required functions 
within specified performance requirements’ (IEEE 1990). 

Test process: A procedure for how the test activities are or should be performed. It 
includes all parts involved when testing a product. A test process could for 
example comprise a set of test techniques and their implementation into the 
organisation. 

Test suite: A collection of test cases that can be executed together.  

Test technique: IEEE defines Techniques as follows: ‘Technical and managerial 
procedures that aid in the evaluation and improvement of the software 
development process’  (IEEE 1990). From that definition, this report addresses a 
test technique as a technical or managerial procedure that aid in the evaluation and 
improvement of the software test process. 
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1.6 Abbreviations  
MPC: (The Mobile Positioning Centre) The department where this thesis project 
was conducted. The abbreviation is used equivalently to the formally used 
abbreviation “EPK/LA/GK”. 

FDS: (Framework for Flexible Distributed Systems) A framew ork that MPC uses 
for managing the component based system that the products are built upon.  

GMPC: (Gateway Mobile Positioning Centre) One of the two products that MPC 
develops.  

HTTP : (HyperText Transfer Protocol)  

INDUS: (Industrialization) A unit at MPC that performs the latter test phases in the 
development life cycle.  

SMPC:  (Serving Mobile Positioning Centre) The second product that MPC 
develops (in addition to the GMPC).  

XML: (eXtensible Markup Language)  
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Chapter 2  
 METHOD 

This chapter describes how to achieve the project aims and it starts with a roadmap 
that describes the overall structure of the thesis project followed by a discussion 
concerning possible methods to select. Further, the chapter presents an 
identification of pitfalls that might weaken the validity of the results. 

2.1 Roadmap 
Before discussing the method selection, this section presents a roadmap that 
describes the overall project structure in order to give a view of what the methods 
should achieve. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2-1: A roadmap for how to achieve the project objectives. Different kinds of 
research identified problems and improvements. After that, the identified 
improvements were evaluated in order to determine which improvements that 
would increase the test efficiency at MPC.  

The methodology for how to conduct the work comprises the following steps:  
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studied in order to collect 1) the general view on how software testing should be 
performed and 2) ‘state of the art’ research, i.e. new theories and proposals for how 
to conduct software testing.  

Evaluate the test process at MPC: A major task in this thesis project was to 
gather information about structure and practice of the test process at MPC. The 
purpose of the evaluation was to find potential areas of improvement.  

Make an improvement proposal based on the research results: From the 
evaluation and research results, possible improvements were selected and analysed. 
With support from the gathered knowledge regarding the test process at MPC, an 
implementation proposal for how to introduce the selected improvements at MPC 
was developed.   

The evaluation of the test process at MPC was the important and critical part when 
making the method selection. Therefore, the rest of the chapter focuses on this part. 
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2.2 Method selection 
Selecting appropriate methods involved a few considerations. Since this project 
conducted a study at one single company site and the project results were applied 
at the same site, it is natural for the project to be industry based with case study as 
research method. Since research literature has significant knowledge to add, the 
project was also considered as research based as described by (Dawson 2000). 

It would also be possible to use action res earch as a supporting method for 
gathering project information by testing a theory in an on-going project at MPC 
(Martella et al. 1999). The main benefit with action research is according to 
Martella et al. that it is possible to monitor the result of a change while actively 
changing it. For example, action research could be to test a theory in an on-going 
project (Martella et al. 1999). A drawback is that action research requires 
allowance by the company to conduct live experiments since it might interfere with 
the daily work. Further, Martella et al. (1999) state that action research requires 
more efforts than other types of research since it is hard to conduct on larger 
samples.  

When studying the company site, possible information sources were project 
statistics, interviews, questionnaires, and work observation. It is preferable to use 
as many sources as possible when making the investigations and attempting to 
validate theories. The reason for this is according to (Martella et al. 1999) that the 
informat ion obtained from the different sources can complement each other and 
hopefully also verify the validity of each other. Martella et al. (1999) describe this 
approach as a triangulation of data where one data source can validate another by 
comparing the sources and see if they are congruent. However, using many sources 
requires more efforts and thereby it might not always be possible to follow this 
approach.  

2.2.1 Qualitative versus quantitative approach 
When conducting the case study, it was possible to use two different approaches 
for collecting information: the qualitative, and the quantitative method (Martella et 
al. 1999). The methods are applicable in different situations and on different 
sources of information, and according to Martella et al. (1999), the validity of the 
findings in a study highly relies on which approach is chosen.  

Martella et al. (1999) define the qualitative method as research where focus is put 
on understanding the context in which behaviour occurs, not just to the extent the 
behaviour occurs. On the contrary, the quantitative method involves an attempt to 
gather information objectively, and it gives numerical results (Martella et al. 1999). 
The main difference between these two methods is the way they approach the 
objects to investigate, i.e. the quantitative method makes an assumption and then 
examines a set of representative objects to see if it is valid, whereas the qualitative 
method seeks answers by reviewing as many sides of the object as possible 
(Eneroth 1984). Since the quantitative method gives numerical data, it can provide 
better scientific results than the qualitative method. Nevertheless, the quantitative 
method cannot find unknown information, and by using a qualitative method that 
combines several sources of information, the likelihood that a theory is correct 
increases (Silverman 2001).  

According to Martella et al. (1999), the main approach for a case study should be 
to use qualitative research. The reason for this is that case study research in nature 
is qualitative because the intention is to study a small set of objects in depth 
(Martella et al. 1999). Further, Martella et al. (1999) state that it is critical to know 
the context in which the individuals interact. For example, if one were to measure 
the number of defects different persons inject into the code in a project, one might 
for instance overlook the complexity of the modules the different persons have 
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developed. Nevertheless, it is in a case study possible to support the qualitative 
research with quantitative studies (Martella et al. 1999). One way to do this is by 
conducting most of the case study as qualitative research in order to get a complete 
picture of the situation, and then make quantitative studies on areas that have given 
special interest during the qualitative studies. For example, if interviews indicate 
that an activity in the test process is time-consuming, a quantitative study can 
measure how time-consuming that activity is.  

2.2.2 Interviews 
An easy way to conduct qualitative research is to conduct interviews with 
respondents that have a relation to the area of research, especially in case studies. 
Martella et al. (1999) describe a few different approaches for how to conduct 
qualitative interviews:  

Informal conversational interview: An informal conversational interview is not 
structured around any certain questions; instead, it proceeds as a conversation 
where the interviewer asks spontaneous questions. The approach is normally used 
when the interviewer conducts observations in the field and has possibilit ies to ask 
questions whenever it is appropriate.  

General interview guide approach : This approach involves making an outline of 
the topics to be covered during the interview. The interviewer does not formulate 
the questions in advance and do not specify the order in which the topics should be 
addressed.  

Standardized open-ended interview: This is an even more structured approach 
where each participant is given the same questions in the same order. One 
advantage with this approach is that it is standardised to simplify the analysis. The 
drawbacks are that the questions cannot be adapted to individuals or situations, and 
there is a risk for leading questions that do not anticipate different types of 
responses from the participants.   

Fixed response: When using this approach the questions require close-ended 
answers like for example yes/no. Martella et al. (1999) advise against using this 
approach because it disallows the respondent to expand the responses to get a full 
understanding.  

2.2.3 Questionnaires 
Quantitative research is preferably managed through questionnaires that have 
close-ended questions (as described in the previous section). When constructing a 
questionnaire, it is important that the questions use a terminology that the 
respondents are used to (Kendall and Kendall 2002). Further, it is according to 
Kendall and Kendall (2002) important to choose scales that cannot be 
misinterpreted by the respondents and whose results are not hard to analyze 
afterwards. Fenton and Pfleeger (1997) describe the nominal, ordinal, interval, and 
ratio scales as the scale types to choose from. Finally, the constructor of the 
questionnaire should make a plan for how to administrate the questionnaire, e.g. 
determine how to hand out the questionnaire. Some key issues to consider when 
handing out a questionnaire are time aspects, how to ensure that all questionnaires 
are answered, and whether the respondents should be anonymous (Kendall and 
Kendall 2002).  

2.2.4 Selection scope 
MPC conducts several projects in sequence and in parallel, which to leads to 
possibilities to select data from several sources. The obvious advantage with using 
data from several projects is that it is possible to have a larger data set to base the 
analysis on. However, it requires more efforts to gather and analyse data from 
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several projects, and when relating to MPC, the collectable data differs between the 
projects, which leads to problems when analysing it. Another important aspect to 
consider when relating to the projects at MPC is that due to continuous process 
improvement, the development process differs significantly between the projects 
there. The result of this is that when doing an analysis it is not easy to compare the 
data from different projects with each other, and the growing number of dependent 
variables increases the complexity of the evaluation.  

When selecting participants for interviews and questionnaires, it is both important 
to select the right people and to select an appropriate number of people (Nyberg 
2000). Further, Nyberg states that a master thesis project normally uses at least ten 
informants when having qualitative interviews. Nevertheless, the timeframe and 
accessibility have high influence on the number of people to choose.  

2.3 Pitfalls 
When conducting the thesis project according to the ro admap above, a few aspects 
could have affected the validity of the results negatively. A common grouping of 
validity aspects in the literature is internal and external validity (Martella et al. 
1999). According to Martella et al. (1999), internal validity involves  threats that 
could have affected independent or independent variables within the conducted 
research, i.e. factors that could have given faulty results. On the contrary, external 
validity determines the possibility to generalise the study, e.g. was a proper sample 
of participants/data used (Martella et al. 1999). The following sections discuss 
some pitfalls that were considered especially threatening for the validity of the 
evaluations conducted in this thesis project. 

2.3.1 Erroneous statistical data 
When identifying problems and evaluating the benefits of the suggested 
improvements, statistical data was required for making good judgements. MPC 
provided statistics in form of defect databases, a time reporting system and other 
project measurements. However, there was a risk that some of that data for several 
reasons was not reliable. The data reported into the time reporting system might 
have been erroneous because the developers might not have reported the 
distribution of their efforts correctly, this most ly because of confusing activity 
definitions.  

Further, the defect database might be incorrect; maybe not all defects are reported 
into it and the reported defects might not be classified correctly. Due to erroneous 
classifications, it might require significant efforts to gather interpretable statistics 
from the database. 

2.3.2 Subjectivism 
Although project statistics can support the gathered results, findings could also be 
based on people’s statements or evaluations, which might not always be very 
objective. Sub jectivism could occur for the investigators, the employees, and the 
researchers, whose opinions contribute to the results. When selecting research 
material and people for interviews, it is hard to make selections that could be 
generalised and be considered valid for the entire MPC organisation. When 
conducting interviews, there is also a risk that the questions might be chosen in a 
way that makes the result biased, i.e. by choosing leading questions (Kendall and 
Kendall 2002).  

When interviewing employees at MPC, there might be a risk for not getting 
objective answers. The employees might embellish the company to make it look 
better, or might just give answers that he or she thinks the questioner wants.    
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2.3.3 Inability to validate theories  
The major challenge with this thesis project was not to find potential 
improvements. Instead, the major challenge that arose was how to show that the 
improvements would reduce the costs for MPC. Therefore, the investigations 
needed not only to find appropriate improvements; the investigations also had to 
show how good the potential improvements were.   

As stated in section 2.2, the validity increases by using several sources of data as 
well as the combining of them for validating the findings. Neverthele ss, it is still 
hard to validate the data sources, mainly due to the reasons mentioned in the two 
previous sections. It might also be hard to get information from all people that are 
involved in the projects since they might not have any time dedicated for the thesis 
project. 

2.4 Summary 
This chapter first developed a roadmap for how to achieve the project objectives. 
The roadmap described how various types of research should identify problems 
and potential improvements at MPC, which then should result in an 
implementation proposal for the most appropriate improvements. 

This thesis project was performed as an industry-based case study, but action 
research was also identified as a possible method to use as support in the 
evaluations. An evaluation should also com prise many sources of information in 
order to get more complete and valid results. 

Qualitative and quantitative methods both have their advantages and drawbacks. In 
order to obtain better results, it is preferable to combine both of them, e.g. by using 
the qualitative method to get an adequate coverage of reality and the quantitative 
method for measuring the magnitude of the findings and/or for validating the 
results obtained in the qualitative research. Interviews and questionnaires were 
describes as possible qualitative and quantitative methods to use in this thesis 
project. 

Finally, erroneous statistical data, subjectivism, and inability to validate theories 
were identified as potential pitfalls that could have deteriorated the results. To 
conclude, the chapter provided a foundation for the studies that the following 
chapters comprise. The design of the evaluation (including choice of methods) is 
described in chapter 6.   
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Chapter 3  
 TESTING FUNDAMENTALS 

The purpose of this chapter is to give the readers a basic overview of what testing 
is, how it normally is performed, and to describe the test terminology used further 
on in this report. First, the next section gives a background overview of software 
testing. After that, a section presents the testing life cycle and the phases that it 
might include. A description of common test techniques follows, and finally we 
discuss how tools affect the test efficiency.  

3.1 Background on software testing 

3.1.1 History 
Software has been tested from as early as software has been written (Marciniak 
1994). Software testing has therefore become a natural part of the software 
development cycle, although its purpose and execution has not been the same all 
the time. Early thoughts of testing believed that software could be tested 
exhaustively, i.e. it should be possible to test all execution paths (Marciniak 1994). 
However, as software systems grew increasingly complex, people realized that this 
would not be possible for larger domains. Therefore, the ideal goal of executing 
tests that could succeed only when the program contained no defects became more 
or less unreachable (Marciniak 1994). 

In the 80’s, Boris Beizer extended the former proactive definition of testing to also 
include preventive actions. He claimed that test design is one of the most ef fective 
ways to prevent bugs from occurring (Beizer 1983). These thoughts were brought 
further into the 90’s in the form of more emphasizes on early test design 
(Marciniak 1994). Nevertheless, Marciniak (1994) states that the most significant 
development in testing during this period was an increased tool support, and test 
tools have now become an important part of most software testing efforts. As the 
systems to develop become more complex, the way of performing testing also 
needs to be developed in order to meet new demands. In particular, automated 
tools that can minimize project schedule and effort without loosing quality are 
expected to become a more central part of testing (Dustin et al. 1999). 

3.1.2 The purpose of testing 

3.1.2.1 Overall 
(Marciniak 1994) defines testing as ‘a means of measuring or assessing the 
software to determine its quality’ . Here, quality is considered as the key aspect in 
testing and Marciniak expounds the definition by stating that testing assesses the 
behaviour of the system, and how well it  does it, in its final environment. Without 
testing, there is no way of knowing whether the system will work or not before live 
use. Although most testing efforts involve executing the code, Marciniak claims 
that testing also includes static analysis such as code checking tools and reviews. 

According to Marciniak, the purpose of testing is two-fold: to give confidence in 
that the system is working but at the same time to try to break it. This leads to a 
testing paradox since you cannot have confidence in that something is working 
when it has just been proved otherwise (Marciniak 1994).  If the purpose of testing 
only would be to give confidence in that the system is working, the result would 
according to Marciniak be that testers under time pressure only would choose the 
test cases that they know already work. Therefore, it is better if the main purpose 
of testing is to try to break the software so that there are fewer defects left in the 
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delivered system. According to Marciniak, a mixture of defect-revealing and 
correct-operation tests are used in practice, e.g. first, defect-revealing tests are run 
and when all the defects are corrected, the tests are executed again until no defects 
are found. 

3.1.2.2 Software reliability 
From the discussion above, the underlying purpose of software testing should be to 
obtain a certain degree of software reliability. Generally, software reliability can be 
defined to be ‘the probability that a system will operate without failure under given 
condition for a given time interval’ (Pfleeger 2001). Unfortunately, it is almost 
impossible to know what the reliability of a software system will be after executing 
a predefined number of tests. Edsger Dijkstra supports this claim in saying that 
testing can only show the presence of defects; it can never prove the absence of 
them (Marciniak 1994). If you know the presence of a defect, you remove it. If you 
do not, you cannot know when it will materialise. It is also hard to know if a large 
number of defects found during testing means that the test ing was thorough and 
few bugs remain, or if it simply means that the software from the beginning had a 
lot of bugs (Whittaker 2000).  

To cope with the uncertainty involved in reliability, researchers have developed a 
number of models for predicting the reliability of systems that are ready for 
release. Among the more famous models are the Jelinski-Moranda model and the 
Musa model (Pfleeger 2001). These models use historical defect data as input to 
predict how many defects that will occur during certain time intervals. The purpose 
of these models is usually to determine when the system is reliable enough for 
release, but it is also possible to determine when it is most cost-effective to stop 
testing and release the software instead. One of the most common measures to 
obtain when doing these measures is mean-time-to-failure (MTTF), i.e. the average 
time between each failure that occurs in the system when it is running in its 
operational environment (Pfleeger 2001). 

3.2 Test phases 
The structure and order of the test phases in software development varies and no 
standard is widely accepted due to different needs for different systems. 
Nevertheless, this section presents a life-cycle structure that is similar to most 
studied test models.  

3.2.1 Overview 
The test phases in traditional testing are built upon the underlying development 
process and (Conger 1994) structures the process according to Figure 3-1. For each 
development phase, a corresponding test phase is developed, and researchers 
consider an optimal workflow to be according to the arrows in the figure, i.e. for 
each development phase in the project, the designers/testers make a plan for what 
should be tested in the corresponding test phase before moving on to the next 
development phase. When drawn slightly differently, this model can also be 
referred to as the V model (Watkins 2001). In the figure, the development phase 
“Logical design” involves the tasks of defining what to do, whereas “Physical 
design” defines how to do it. The next section describes the test phases included in 
the figure. 
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Figure 3-1: A description of the development life cycle with focus on how the 
different test levels relate to the development levels. 

3.2.2 Description of test phases 
The structure of the test process in software organisations varies significantly. 
Different systems require different tests, and many companies have different 
notions and definitions for the test phases they use. Nevertheless, this section 
presents a rather common view of the testing life-cycle based on the test phases in 
Figure 3-1. 

Unit testing: Tests the functionality of the basic software units. The programmer 
who wrote the code normally performs unit testing, and the purpose is to find 
defects in the individual units, e.g. by testing isolated classes and functions 
(Marciniak 1994). The testers typically design the unit testing from the code 
structure (also called White Box Testing, section 3.3.2), with the functional 
requirements expressed in the requirements specification as base (Watkins 2001). 
Since the tests focus on smaller chunks of code, it is easier to isolate the defects 
because they normally origin in the tested unit (Patton 2000). 

Integration testing: When two or more tested units are combined into a larger 
structure, integration testing looks for defects in the interfaces between the units 
and in the functions that could not be tested before, but now can be executed in the 
merged units (Marciniak 1994). Integration testing is an iterative process where 
more and more units are put together until the whole system can be tested as a 
whole product in the next phase called system testing (Patton 2000). The process 
of integrating components is normally performed in one of two ways: with top-
down integration, where the components repeatedly are added to the controlling 
top component(s), or with bottom-up integration, where the testers instead 
successively add the components to the components at the lowest level of the 
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system hierarchy (Pfleeger 2001). Integration testing usually includes interface 
testing and since the main objective of integration testing is to test all internal 
interfaces, the two notions can be interchangeable (Beizer 1996).  

System testing: After integration testing is completed, system testing tests the 
system as a whole. This phase looks for defects in all functional and non-functional 
requirements (Marciniak 1994). Therefore, function testing usually is the main 
activity in this phase. The entire domain must be considered to satisfy the criteria 
for the system test (Whittaker 2000). To ensure the correctness in the test results, it 
is preferable to perform system testing in an environment that is identical to the 
target environment. System testing sometimes includes some underlying test 
processes like for example Systems Integration Testing and Installation Testing. 
Systems Integration Testing is introduced into the test process when the products 
need to cooperate with other software systems (Watkins 2001). In this phase, in 
particular the requirements that need to communicate with other systems and non-
functional requirements are tested. Installation testing can also be called 
configuration testing, and tests whether software and hardware have been correctly 
installed (Watkins 2001). 

Acceptance testing: When the system tests are completed and the system is about 
to be put into operation, the customer needs to accept the product. To get this 
acceptance from the customer, the test department can conduct an acceptance test 
together with the customer. The purpose of the acceptance test is to give 
confidence in that the system is working, rather than trying to find defects 
(Marciniak 1994). Acceptance testing is mostly performed in contractual 
development to verify that the system satisfies the requirements agreed on. 
Acceptance testing is sometimes integrated into the system-testing phase. 

Regression testing: This test process is applied after a module is modified or a 
new module is added to the system. Therefore, regression testing is not a 
standalone phase since testers perform it repeatedly within the other phases as 
described in Figure 3-1. The purpose of regression testing is to test the modified 
program with test cases in order to re-establish confidence that the program will 
perform according to its specification (Marciniak 2000). Regression testing is in 
particular applied to the high levels of testing, and to achieve effective and ef ficient 
testing, regression testing rely heavily on reuse of earlier created test cases and test 
scripts (Watkins 2001). Due to the repeated effort needed in regression testing, it 
remains one of the most expensive activities performed in the software 
development cycle (Harrold 2000). According to Harrold, some studies indicate 
that regression testing can account for as much as one-third of the total cost of a 
software system. 

3.3 Test techniques  
Over the years, a number of test techniques have been presented as superior ways 
of performing effective and efficient testing. Therefore, one can wonder if there 
exists a “best method” or at least a small set of them. Due to all the different ways 
a program can be built, and all the different ways the quality of a program can be 
measured, it seems like there is not any set of methods that can guarantee to find 
all the defects in a system (Beizer 1996). Different products also have varying 
quality requirements, and therefore some test techniques might be sufficient for 
some systems but not for others. This section intends to cover some of the 
commonly used test techniques, but due to the described complexities, there are no 
intentions to make any evaluation on how good they are in comparison to each 
other. 
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3.3.1 Positive and negative testing 
Discussions concerning the purpose of testing claimed that in practice, testing 
comprises a mixture of defect-revealing and correct-operation tests. These 
complementary test techniques can also have the notions positive and negative 
testing (Watkins 2001), and the most significant difference between positive and 
negative testing is the coverage (section 3.3.6) that the techniques obtain. When 
you perform positive testing, you only assure that the system minimally works, you 
do not push its capabilities (Patton 2001). Negative testing involves testing of 
special circumstances that are outside the strict scope of the requirements 
specification, and will therefore give higher coverage (Watkins 2001). In most 
cases, the techniques discussed in this chapter have focus on one of these 
approaches.  

3.3.2 Black-box and White-box testing  
The dynamic test techniques are generally classified according two approaches: 
Black-box and White-box testing (Marciniak 1994). In Black-box test ing (also 
called functional testing), the tester only knows what functionality the software is 
supposed to handle; it is not possible to look into the box and see how the software 
operates (Patton 2001). In White-box testing (also called structural testing) the test 
cases can be designed according to the physical structure of the software, e.g. if a 
function is performed with an “IF -THEN-ELSE” instruction, the test case can 
make sure that all possible alternatives are executed (Watkins 2001). Therefore, 
White-box testing requires knowledge on how the developer has constructed the 
software, whereas Black-box testing can be designed for example from the 
requirements specification. Further, Watkins (2001) states that developers mostly 
use White-box during unit testing when the developers that know how the code is 
structured perform the tests. 

3.3.3 Defect testing  
Defect testing (also called fault based testing) aims at demonstrating that certain 
defects are not in the code (Morell and Demiel 1992). Defect based testing is a 
negative test technique which goal is to discover defects in the programs. The 
similarity between defect based testing methods is that they all identify a set of 
defects that testing should find. A common approach for these methods is to 
classify defects that have occurred in previous products/releases.   

From the classified defects, it is possible to tell where it is profitable to add more 
testing efforts. However, to be able to make such classifications, a defect database 
with defects from previous projects is required, and in order to know where to put 
preventive actions, the root cause of the logged defects need to be traceable. If the 
root causes of the defects are not determined in the defect reports, a “root cause 
analysis” that identifies the root causes of the defects, should precede the defect 
classification (Leszak et al. 2000). 

A scheme for classifying defects that does not require root cause analysis is 
Orthogonal Defect Classification (ODC), which instead maps the defects to the 
tests that triggered the defects (Chillarege et al. 1992). Section 4.1 describes this 
technique in detail. 

3.3.4 Cleanroom software engineering 
Cleanroom is more of a development process than a test technique. Still, it has 
presented a new way of thinking regarding testing and quality assurance. The idea 
with Cleanroom is to avoid costly defect removal activities by writing the 
programming code accurately the first time and with formal methods like for 
example proof techniques verify the correctnes s before testing (Linger 1994). 
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According to Linger, the reason for this approach is that defect removal is an error-
prone and inefficient activity.  

The correctness verification process in Cleanroom is time-consuming, but Linger 
claims that experienced Cleanroom teams reduce time to market because the 
precision of the development helps to eliminate rework and reduces testing time. 
The testing part in Cleanroom is designed with a statistical method based on user 
behavior as described in section 3.3.5. Cleanroom is considered as a radical 
approach to quality assurance, but has become accepted as a useful alternative in 
some systems that have high quality requirements. 

3.3.5 Statistical testing 
The purpose of statistical testing is to test the software according to its operational 
behaviour, i.e. by running the test cases with the same distribution as the users 
intended use of the software. By developing operational profiles that describes the 
probability of different kinds of user input over time; it is possible to select a 
suitable distribution of test cases (Pfleeger 2001).  

Developing operational profiles might be time-consuming, but Pfleeger (2001) 
claims that since testing concentrates on the parts of the system most likely to be 
used, it should result in a system with higher reliability. Statistical testing is hard to 
implement properly; therefore, it might be easier to integrate it into process models 
like for example Cleanroom engineering that has natural support for it (Pfleeger 
2001). 

3.3.6 Coverage testing 
This technique, which is a form of white-box testing, measures the percentage of 
the source code that the test cases have executed. This way, the coverage goals of 
the testing activities can be measured and then it is determined whether the test 
cases covers the amount of code/inputs that is needed (Marciniak 1994). However, 
because of the possibility to execute the statements in different orders, Fenton and 
Pfleeger (1997) claim that even 100% statement coverage will not guarantee 
adequate software testing. Therefore, the coverage should not only determine 
whether the testers have executed all code/inputs; it should also check in which 
order they have executed the statements and measure the coverage out of all 
executable combinations (Fenton and Pfleeger 1997).   

3.3.7 Static testing 
Testing is normally performed dynamically, i.e. by executing programs and 
evaluating the result. Nevertheless, with static testing it is possible to evaluate the 
quality of the software without executing the code. One commonly used technique 
for static testing is the static analysis-functionality that the compilers for most 
modern programming languages have (Marciniak 1994). Many tools that can 
examine the code statically as support for the compilers have arisen, and reviews 
and inspections that are discussed in the next section have also become a natural 
part of many software development organisations. Static testing is particularly 
appropriate in unit testing, since it does not require interaction with other units 
(Watkins 2001). 

3.3.7.1 Reviews and inspections  
Authors tend to have their own definitions of the terms review and inspection but 
IEEE Std. 610.12-1990 defines them as follows: 

Review : ‘A process or meeting during which a work product, or set of work 
products, is presented to project personnel, managers, users, customers, or other 
interested parties for comment or approval. Types include code review, design 
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review, formal qualification review, requirements review, and test readiness 
review’ (IEEE 1990). 

Inspection: ‘A static analysis technique that relies on visual examination of 
development standards, and other problems. Types include code inspection; design 
inspection’ (IEEE 1990). 

The advantage of reviews and inspections is that they are static verification 
techniques that can be applied to any artefact produced during software 
development (Aurum et al. 2002). This leads to another advantage over testing in 
that reviews and inspections can be performed earlier in the software development 
process, even before any code has been written. But according to Porter et al. 
(1996), it should still be combined with testing since testing is better for finding 
defects related to execution, timing, traffic, transactions rates and system 
interactions. It is nowadays widely accepted that inspections is an effective 
technique for finding defects, but whether they are more effective for finding 
defects that otherwise would cause failures in the released products is uncertain.  

3.3.8 Techniques for selection of test cases 
Selecting an adequate set of test cases is a very important task for the testers. 
Otherwise, it might result in too much testing, too little testing or testing the wrong 
things (Patton 2001). In addition, Patton (2001) states that reducing the infinite 
possibilities to a manageable effective set and weighing the risks intelligently can 
save a lot of testing effort.  

Since test-inputs often have almost infinite size or complexity, the testers must 
decide how to select inputs that cover most variations. Below follows a few 
examples of techniques for such selections:  

Equivalence partitioning: The idea with this technique is to divide ranges of 
selectable input values into partitions, and then randomly select a value within each 
partition as input to the test case since one can expect that the other values in the 
same partition will give the same output (Marciniak 1994).  

Boundary value partitioning: A boundary value lies at the edge of an equivalence 
partition. In addition to choosing one value from each partition, choosing th e 
values on each side of the partition boundary is common when selecting test values 
for inputs (Marciniak 1994). 

Path testing: Path testing is the oldest structural test technique, and the goal is to 
execute every statement and branch during a set of tests (Beizer 1983). Since 
programs with for example loops contain an almost infinite number of different 
paths, complete path coverage is impractical (Marciniak 1994). Normally, a more 
realistic goal is to execute every statement and branch at least once. This technique 
can be varied in several ways and is usually tightly knit to coverage testing. 

Random testing: This technique begins with drawing up a typical user profile, and 
from this profile, automation tools generate test inputs randomly (Marciniak 1994). 
Random testing can be very effective in identifying rarely occurring defects, but is 
not commonly used since it easily becomes a labour-intensive process (Watkins 
2001).   

State transition analysis: When developing systems that switch states regularly, 
state transitions should be tested. Design documents like for example state 
diagrams can generate the test cases and the technique is in particular useful in 
negative testing since it often covers overlooked issues in other specifications 
(Watkins 2001).     

Syntax testing: This is a data-driven test technique where well-defined syntax 
rules validate the input data (Marciniak 1994). According to Marciniak, syntax 
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testing can also be called grammar -based testing since grammars can define the 
syntax rules. An example of a grammar model is the Backus Naur Form, which can 
represent every combination of valid inputs (Marciniak 1994).  

3.3.9 Techniques for non-functional requirements 
Since software systems usually have a number of non-functional requirements, 
techniques for testing them are required in order to determine whether such 
requirements are fulfilled. Below follows a few examples of such techniques 
(Watkins 2001): 

Performance testing: Performance testing is hard to conduct since the 
performance requirements often are poorly specified and the tests require a realistic 
operational environment to get reliable results (Watkins 2001). Automated tool 
support is according to Watkins often a necessity when conducting performance 
tests since they normally require complex configurations that need reproduction of 
test cases before re-running the tests. 

Reliability testing: In systems with strict reliability requirements, the reliability of 
the system under typical usage should be tested (Watkins 2001). Several models 
for testing and predicting reliability exist but in reality, the exact reliability is more 
or less impossible to predict (Fenton and Pfleeger 1997). 

Load testing: Load testing assures that the system continues to perform correctly 
under instantaneous peak loads (Watkins 2001). Tool support can according to 
Watkins save significant efforts when performing load tests. 

Usability testing: When the system contains a user interface, the user-friendliness 
might be important. However, it is hard to measure usability since it is difficult to 
define and most likely require end-user interaction when being tested. 
Nevertheless, it is possible to measure attributes like for example learnability and 
handling ability by monitoring potential users and record their speed of conducting 
various operations in the systems (Fenton and Pfleeger 1997). 

Documentation testing: Testing of user documentation and help-system 
documentation is often overlooked because of a lack of time and resources 
(Watkins 2001). However, Watkins claims that accurate documentation might be 
vital for successful operation of the system and reviews are in that case probably 
the best way to check the accuracy of the documents. 

3.4 Summary 
This chapter has given a fundamental overview of the test process. It was 
concluded that the purpose of testing is two-fold: to give confidence in that the 
system is working but at the same time to try to break it. Therefore, testers use a 
mixture of defect-revealing and correct-operation test techniques to obtain 
adequate software reliability. The test phases can have different structures in 
different organisations, but normally the testing life-cycle contains unit testing, 
integration testing, system testing, and acceptance testing.  

There are different approaches for how to choose techniques for the test activities. 
Testing can for example be static or dynamic, structural or functional, or simply 
just focused on finding as many defects as possible. A common fact is that 
software testers seldom use the presented techniques exclusively; instead, they use 
combinations of suitable techniques to obtain the best coverage.  

As a final remark, this chapter has not attempted to find techniques that can 
improve the test efficiency at MPC; it only serves as a foundation for the following 
two chapters that describe “state of the art” test techniques and the current structure 
of the test levels at MPC. 
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Chapter 4  
 STATE OF THE ART IN SOFTWARE TESTING 

After having the testing fundamentals covered, this chapter describes a few “state 
of the art” techniques and methods that relate to software testing and might be 
possible ways of improving the test efficiency at MPC.  

The chapter does not present a comprehensive overview of the state of the art in 
software testing; it only describes a few areas that can improve the test process at 
MPC.  

Candidate state of the art areas were found through a literature survey that was 
structured around a key-word search on the Internet. The selected areas were those 
that were considered useful as support for the case study at MPC. In order of 
appearance, the selected areas were Orthogonal Defect Classification, risk-based 
testing, automated testing, and testing of component based systems.   

4.1 Orthogonal Defect Classification 

4.1.1 Description 

4.1.1.1 Background and purpose 
Orthogonal Defect Classificat ion (ODC) is a technique that enables in-process 
feedback to developers from historical defect data (Chillarege et al. 1992). ODC is 
based upon the principal that different types of defects are found during different 
phases and ODC can detect problems when the distribution of a certain defect type 
in a test phase is not normal.  

Chillarege et al. (1992) state that ODC can give feedback on the efficiency of the 
test techniques used in the development process as well as measure both the 
current quality of the product and the status of the software development efforts. 
Chillarege et al. and their research team at IBM developed the technique in the 
early 90’s. According to Chillarege et al. (1992), they developed the technique 
because they experienced a lack of good measurement methods that would give 
timely feedback to the developers in terms of available process controls, and at the 
same time would not be too labour intensive as common defect preventive 
techniques are.  

As mentioned in section 3.3.3, ODC is a scheme for classifying defects that does 
not require time-consuming root cause analysis of the defects. Instead, the idea 
with ODC is to map the classified defects to the tests that triggered the defects. 
Another important feature with ODC is that it places the defects into orthogonal or 
disjunctive categories, i.e. according to Chillarege et al. (1992), a defect can only 
belong to exactly one category. ODC has a set of defect categories into which 
developers should be able to sort defects without getting confused about what 
category a defect should belong to. Therefore, Chillarege et al. (1992) state that the 
ODC classification is not repeatable. Further, according to Chillarege et al. (1992), 
the defect categories are independent of process and product.  

Although Chillarege et al. (1992) claim that ODC is not repeatable, a study 
claimed the opposite, i.e. the classification is subjective and therefore dependent on 
individual judgements (El Emam and Wieczorek 1998). However, this study could 
not be generalised and since the study extended the ODC defect types (section 
4.1.1.2) with new types, the results cannot be considered very reliable. 
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4.1.1.2 The defect type attribute  
When classifying defects, an appropriate set of defect types need to be accessible 
for the developers. As stated above, Chillarege et al. (1992) have attempted to 
develop simple defect types that are non-redundant in a way that confusions can be 
avoided and are independent of process and product so that they can be used in any 
environment. The defect types created by Chillarege et al. are as follows: 

Function : Defect that affects capability such as end-user interfaces and product 
interfaces. 

Interface: Defect between interacting components, modules, device drivers, 
parameter lists etc. 

Checking: Defect in program logic that fails to validate data and values properly 
before they are used. 

Assignment: Defect in data structure or code block initialization. 

Timing/serialization: Defect that involves timing of shared and real-time 
resources. 

Build/package/merge : Defect that occurs because of problems in repositories, 
management changes, or version control.  

Documentation: Defect that affects publications or maintenance notes. 

Algorithm: Defect that affects efficiency or correctness of algorithm or data 
structure although the design is correct. 

With collected and classified defects, it is possible to map the defects against the 
test phases and from that get process feedback. Figure 4-1 presents an example of 
the defect distribution for four defect types in a random project (Chillarege et al. 
1992). As marked by the inserted curve, the proportion of function defects should 
according to Chillarege et al. (1992) be larger in the early phases and then decrease 
for each phase.  Several potential problems can be spotted from such graphs; for 
example, if more interface defects are found during system testing than during 
integration testing, the process for integration testing is not working properly. 

       
Figure 4-1: An example of the defect distribution for four different defect types in 
a random project.  

4.1.1.3 The defect trigger attribute 
Chillarege et al. (1992) define a defect trigger to be a condition that allows a defect 
to surface. It can be considered as an event that reveals the existence of a defect, 
e.g. a test activity/technique (performance test, computer crash etc.). The main 
purpose with triggers is to get insight into the verification process; what events 
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trigger defects of different defect types and in what quantities are they triggered. 
The trigger concept differs significantly from “Root cause analysis” (see Leszak et 
al. 2000), which is a more subjective and time-consuming technique that locates 
the sources of the defects instead of the triggers that activated them.  

An interesting usage area for triggers is to monitor field defects and make statistics 
for their triggers. According to Chillarege et al. (1992), the distribution of triggers 
for field defects should be similar to those found in system test, which implies that 
if the trigger distributions between those phases differ, a potential problem area 
have been located. Figure 4-2 shows an example of a trigger distribution for 
defects found during field usage of two database products. In the figure, the 
“workload” trigger constitutes a large proportion of the distribution. If a similar 
graph over system testing would have a significantly smaller workload distribution, 
this would indicate that the workload has not been tested enough during system 
tests.  

      
Figure 4-2: An example of a trigger distribution for defects found during field 
usage of two database products. 

4.1.1.4 Implementing ODC 
Initially, ODC requires some training and setup. It must be possible to report and 
classify the defects into some kind of database, and the users need to know how to 
do it. However, most organisations already have an adequate defect reporting 
system in place, where only minor changes in the tools and process are required, 
e.g. adjust the defect classification scheme and add the trigger attribute (Chillarege 
et al. 1992). 

When the organisation already has a defect reporting system in place, ODC will 
probably not require any additional efforts in the daily work for the developers and 
testers. Chillarege et al. state (1992) that the work in the tracking system lies 
between 1-4 minutes per defect.  

When having a set of defects reported, it is possible to analyse trends etc. and from 
that be able to track the product status and find flaws in the test process. To 
simplify this work, some tools that can gather statistics in various ways should be 
accessible.  
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4.2 Risk-based testing 

4.2.1 Description 

4.2.1.1 Introduction 
As stated in the basic overview of testing (section 3.1), it is not possible to test 
larger software systems exhaustively, meaning that the selected test cases will not 
cover all possible execution paths. Not testing everything means that the testers 
take a risk for each scenario they choose not to test and which the customer might 
execute later (Patton 2001).  

A cost-effective organisation must conduct an appropriate amount of testing, i.e. 
the organisation shall not neglect too many bugs, nor shall it test more than 
necessary. Figure 4-3 shows a graph that visualises the relationship between the 
amount of testing performed and the number of bugs found (Patton 2001). 

 
Figure 4-3: Graph that shows the relationship between the amount of testing 
performed and the number of bugs found.  

A risk, the key element in this approach, is an event that has some probability of 
materialising and if it does, some loss will occur (McGregor and Sykes 2001). 
According to McGregor and Sykes (2001), the concept risk-based testing attempts 
to determine what parts of the system that poses the highest risks and then to put 
more efforts on t hose parts so that the most harmful defects are exposed. The idea 
with the technique is to focus the testing and spend more time on critical functions 
(Amland 2000).  

4.2.1.2 Risk analysis for test case selection 
In the testing perspective, a risk contains two main elements (Amland 2000): 
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• The probability 1 of a defect to occur 
• The cost of the defect if it occurs in operation 
From the two risk elements, the ‘risk exposure’  is measured by multiplying the 
probability of the fault with the cost of the fault. Further, Am land (2000) states that 
the main interest when measuring these elements are the business risks, i.e. other 
elements of risk exposure like performance, schedule delays, etc. are only 
considered if they result in economic consequences. To achieve reliable results, a 
model for how to value all functions in the systems must be defined.  Amland 
(2000) presents an example of such a model as follows below. 

 

Measuring the probability of a defect : 

For measuring the probability of a defect in a function, ‘risk indicators’ that have 
effect on the quality should be defined. After that, the impact for each risk 
indicator should be specified in order to value the impact of each indicator. In a 
pilot project, the project team defined the indicators as follows (Amland 2000): 

• New functionality  5 
• Design quality  5 
• Size   1 
• Complexity  3 
Further, the project team defined impact values (1-3) for each indicator for each 
function. For example in a function ‘close account’ (Amland 2000): 

‘Close account’: new functionality (2), design quality (2), size (2), complexity (3).  

With these values, they calculated the probability for a fault in the close account 
function by multiplying the indicators with respective impact values for ‘close 
account’: 

5*2+5*2+1*2+3*3 = 31 

Measuring the cost of a defect: 

After having the probability value calculated, the project team predicted the cost 
for a fault in each function, and since it is quite hard to measure, Amland (2000) 
used a simple scale (1-3) for it. Note that both supplier and customer cost should 
be considered when measuring the cost of the fault (Amland 2000). For example, if 
the customer cost is high and the supplier cost low, it might be suitable to choose 
the medium value (2) for the cost. 

Measuring the risk exposure : 

When both probability and cost is measured for all functions, the risk exposure is 
calculated by multiplying the two measures, e.g. for the close account example 
above, the risk exposure would be 2*31=62. After that, the team could use the risk 
exposure values to prioritise the functions, and the functions with the highest risk 
exposure should be the most rigorously tested ones.  

4.2.1.3 Conducting the testing activities  
When selecting test cases from the risk exposure values for all functions, it is 
according to Amland (2000) important not just to plan and perform the testing with 
total reliability in the results from the risk analysis. There might be other important 
information in the organisation to consider and therefore, it might be wise to apply 

                                                 
1Amland (2000) does not use the term ‘probability’ as it is normally recognised (value 
between 0-1); here it only serves as a comparison of measures on an arbitrarily selected 
scale. 
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a combination of common sense with the actual knowledge about the system 
(Amland 2000).  

For successful risk-based testing, a supportive test process and organisation must 
be in place, otherwise potential benefits might disappear (Amland 2000). The 
process needs monitoring of progress and resource usage in case of changed 
conditions. Amland (2000) states that if the created list of test cases is given to the 
testers without monitoring, the only difference from ordinary testing will be the 
prioritisation of the functions to be tested. An example of a changed condition is 
that a function with low priority might prove to contain significantly more defects 
than expected and thus require extra testing and repairing efforts.  

By monitoring the progress, it is possible to predict the effort required to complete 
the test phase from the average number of defects per function (Amland 2000). 
Another advantage is that the testing activities are considered earlier so that the 
preventive actions for the detected risks can avoid problems that otherwise would 
have occurred.  

4.3 Automated testing 
As stated in section 3.1.1, automated test tools become increasingly important as 
software systems grow more complex. This section gives an overview of 
automated testing and investigates some areas that might be of interest for MPC.  

4.3.1 Overview 
Test tools can save a lot of effort; both as an aid in configuring and executing 
manual tests as well as for executing tests automatically. Pfleeger (2001) identifies 
a few places where automated tools might be useful: 

Code analysis tools: Pfleeger (2001) divides code analysis tools into two 
categories: static and dynamic analysis tools. Static testing benefits from using 
static analysis tools; dynamic analysis tools like for example program monitors that 
watch and report the program’s behaviour are used when the program is running. 
An example of such a program could be a memory management monitor.  

Execution tools: Another category of useful tools is automated tools that can 
automate the planning and execution of the tests. Pfleeger (2001) mentions 
assistance tools like for example capture-and-replay tools, stubs and drivers, and 
automated test environments. Capture-and-replay tools that capture key-strokes, 
input and responses as tests are being run can be particularly useful for regression 
testing since such tools make it easier to re-run tests after a defect has been found 
and fixed.   

Test case generators: Pfleeger (2001) states that test case generators can ensure 
that the test cases cover all possible situations, and to achieve that, such tool could 
for example generate the test cases from the structure of the source code. 

Simulation tools: In system testing, Pfleeger (2001) presents simulation tools as a 
way to test all the characteristics of a system without having the required hardware 
devices accessible. A simulator is particularly useful if a special device is located 
on the customer’s site.  

A general comment about automated testing to anticipate is the fact that automated 
test tools are not universal solvers; they are only beneficial when they are well-
designed and used for appropriate tasks and environments (Fewster and Graham 
1999). 
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4.3.2 Script techniques 
The most common way to automate the test case execution is by developing test 
scripts according to a certain pattern. A test script contains a set of instructions that 
a test tool interprets and according to Fewster and Graham (1999), a good test 
script produces testware that is easy to use and maintain.   

It is possible to develop test scripts with differ ent approaches and Fewster and 
Graham present some commonly used script techniques: 

Linear scripts: This is the simplest form of scripting and involves running a 
sequence of commands. This technique is for example useful for recording a series 
of keystrokes that are supposed to be used together repeatedly. It is just like 
recording a manual test execution into a script. However, no iterative, selective, or 
calling commands within the script are possible.  

Structured scripting: This technique is an extension to the one above and it can 
handle iterative, selective, and calling commands that linear scripting does not 
contain. These features make the scripts more adaptable and maintainable, 
especially when similar actions like for example variable changes within a loop are 
needed.  

Shared scripts: Shared scripts can be used by more than one test case and these 
scripts are simply developed as scripts that are called from other scripts. This 
feature decreases the need for redundant script implementations and therefore 
simplifies the script code.   

Data-driven scripts:  Another improvement for a script language is to put the test 
input in separate files instead of having it in the actual script. This feature enables 
using the same script on several input sources.  

Keyword-driven scripts : With keyword-driven scripts, the built-in functionality 
increases even more than in data-driven scripts. The difference is that special 
commands are built- in as a layer between the tester and the application. Keywords 
can simplify common operations and thereby make the scripts more powerful and 
fast to develop. However, this requires that the testers know how the commands 
work, and the commands also need more development and maintenance efforts. 

4.3.3 Automating pre- and post- processing 
Pre- and -post processing is everything but the actual test case execution (Fewster 
and Graham 1999).  As defined by the terms, pre-processing includes the activities 
that need to be performed before executing the test cases, and post-processing the 
activities that are performed after execution of the test cases. Below follows a 
description of what automatic pre- and post- processing could comprise:  

Automated pre-processing: Fewster and Graham (1999) describe database setup 
as a typical pre-processing activit y, e.g. generating customer records and product 
data. Another automated pre-processing activity could according to Fewster and 
Graham (1999) be to develop scripts that generate support code like for example 
log statements that can simplify the interpretation of the results from the tests.    

Automated post-processing:  Since the results from a test case execution might 
contain a lot of information, tools that can sort the output in an adequate way might 
be useful (Fewster and Graham 1999). The outputs to sort might include both logs 
and result comparisons, where result comparison is yet another concept within test 
automation. The idea with result comparison is according to Fewster and Graham 
(1999) that the test case is specified with an expected result that can be 
automatically compared with the actual result after execution. A post-processing 
tool can for example sort out all results that differ when compared with the 
expected result.  
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4.3.4 Tool selection 
When introducing automated testing into an organisation, the choice of automated 
test tools need to be carefully evaluated in order to ensure successful investments. 
This section describes the aspects to consider when selecting appropriate 
automated test tools for a company. However, the same criteria can also be used 
when selecting manual test tools.  

According to Poston and Sexton (1992), a company as general criteria wants to see 
higher development productivity and software quality as a result of incorporating 
new automated test tools.  Poston and Sexton (1992) state that there are different 
requirements on the tool to be used, including tool characteristics and the affect the 
tool will have on the development environment. The criteria that Poston and 
Sexton (1992) define as important when selecting a tool are as follows:  

Environment-dependent criteria: The new tools must fit into the existing 
development environment without requiring too many changes. The changes to 
consider are organizational changes like for example policies, techniques, 
standards, techniques and training, platform changes in the hardware and software 
environment and tool-interaction changes.   

Tool-dependent functional criteria: The actual tool functionality is crucial for its 
usability and therefore this part needs thorough evaluation, which for example can 
be performed with brainstorming or by making questionnaires for the 
developers/testers that are supposed to use the tool. By doing such investigations, 
the investigations obtain more structured and complete information about the needs 
in the organization.  

Tool-dependent non-functional criteria : The tool must also have non-functional 
requirements like for example response time, usability, maintainability, and 
learnability. If the tool is not easy to use, the upfront costs will be high and the 
testers will not put any efforts in using it. The tool must also be easy to maintain in 
case of usage problems or changes in the process or product. 

4.4 Testing of component based systems  
A component is a module that encapsulates both data and functionality and is 
configurable through parameters in run-time (Harrold 2000). Component based 
systems are used more and more in larger software systems and therefore, new 
efficient test techniques for this area are required.   

The reason why new test techniques are required for component-based systems is 
that component based systems operate differently in comparison to traditional 
software systems (Harrold 2000). Since testing verifies that a system operates as it 
should, a new system architecture requires a new test architecture.  

The approach for testing component based systems is closely related to object-
oriented testing since a component preferably is structured around objects and 
interfaces and the structure of a component is very much alike that of an object 
(McGregor and Sykes 2001). Since components are run-time configurable, they 
can have different states and thereby several new test situations arise. 
Encapsulation, inheritance, and polymorphism are other object-oriented concepts 
that are commonly used in components (Pfleeger 2001). The next section describes 
some examples of how to handle testing of object oriented systems. Since 
components and classes have similar characteristics, components can be tested in 
similar ways to how classes are tested as described below.   

4.4.1 Class/cluster testing 
Class testing is comparable to the concept of unit testing (section 3.2.1) that origin 
in the procedural approach (McGregor and Korson 1994). The main difference is 
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according to McGregor and Korson (1994) that a class becomes more complex due 
to its local attributes and private methods. Defects are easily hidden in class 
hierarchies and the cost for fixing the defects increases exponentially with time 
(Murphy et al. 1994).  

Although classes are more complex and therefore require more complex tests, they 
also provide some advantages. It is easier to make proper test programs for 
individual classes since it is normally just to make new instances of a class and 
then perform tests on it. Further, encapsulation makes the methods smaller and 
classes more stand-alone and therefore they are easier to test in isolation (Pfleeger 
2001). The sub-headings further below describe examples of how to test classes.  

A cluster is within this subject a group of cooperating classes (McGregor and 
Korson 1994), and should therefore not be confused with hardware clusters. 
McGregor and Korson (1994) state that the main objective of cluster testing is to 
test the interaction between classes and therefore, it is assumed that each class has 
been tested individually in advance. A component in an object oriented component 
based system is normally structured around a cluster of classes.   

4.4.1.1 State based testing 
One of the most complex aspects of a class is that it behaves differently depe nding 
on what state it is in. It is not enough to test all methods; they must be tested with 
each state that might make them work differently. In addition, if an object 
cooperates with many other entities in the system, a small change in the object 
might affect the whole system (Kung et al. 1995).  

A widely used approach to testing states is through different kinds of state 
machines (Alexander 2001). A more applicable variant of state machines is state 
diagrams where an object’s states and its state transit ions are displayed in an object 
state diagram (Alexander 2001; Kung et al. 1995). From such diagrams it is 
according to Kung et al. then possible to generate test cases and test data that can 
test the program. Such diagrams could as well be used with components instead of 
objects 

Since objects can have many states, it might require significant efforts to develop 
object state diagrams. However, there exist tools that can generate these diagrams; 
at least when using widely used programming languages like C++ (Kung and Hsia 
2002). Such tools can also generate test cases that test the state transitions.  

4.4.1.2 Coupling based testing 
Couplings define the flow between the units in the system and therefore, testing of 
couplings is especially useful when integrating units (Jin and Offutt 1998). Jin and 
Offutt identify four types of couplings that should be tested when integrating units:  

Call coupling: A unit calls another unit but no parameters are passed. 

Parameter coupling: Refers to passing of all types of variables. 

Shared data coupling: When two units refer to the same data objects, a shared 
data coupling arises.  

External device coupling: Units that access the same external medium.  

Specifying test cases for the couplings above might be somewhat hard to do in a 
structured way, but using path coverage and boundary value partitioning (section 
3.3.8) as entry point for the different types above might be a good approach.  
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4.5 Summary 
As follows below, the chapter presented a few test related areas that can improve 
the test process at MPC. It provided literature research that supports the evaluation 
and analysis in the following chapters.  

ODC: Orthogonal Defect Classification (ODC) is a technique that enables in-
process feedback to developers from historical defect data. ODC is based upon the 
principal that different types of defects are found during different phases, and ODC 
can detect problems when the distribution of a certain different defect type in a 
certain phase is not normal. ODC defines a classification scheme that is supposed 
to be independent of process and product. ODC also specifies a trigger attribute 
that defines the activity/technique that triggered the fault instead of specifying the 
root cause of a fault through the origin where it was injected. The advantage of 
using triggers is that they are easier for the developers to specify and identifies 
eventual problems in the process in a more straightforward way.  

Risk-based testing: This technique attempts to determine what parts of the system  
that poses the highest risks and then to put more effort there so that the most 
harmful defects are exposed. The idea with the technique is to focus testing and 
spend more time on critical functions. The technique calculates the risk exposure 
for each function by multiplying the probability of a defect to occur with the cost 
of each defect if it occurs in operation.  

Automated test tools: Various kinds of automated test tools become increasingly 
important for making the test process more efficient. Scripts are a common way of 
automating tests, including not only the test execution but also the activities that 
are performed before and after. Automated tools can be useful for most activities in 
the test process, but they will only be beneficial when used in the right way. When 
introducing automated testing in an organisation, the choice of test tools needs to 
be carefully evaluated in order to ensure successful investments. 

Testing of component based software: Component based systems are 
increasingly used in larger software systems and therefore, new efficient test 
techniques for this area are required. Since components and object-oriented 
systems have similar characteristics, they can be tested in similar ways. Class 
testing is comparable to the concept of unit  testing, but classes are more complex, 
especially concerning the existence of states. However, states can be successfully 
tested with support from object state diagrams. Finally, couplings define the flow 
between the units in the system and therefore, tes ting of couplings is especially 
useful when integrating units. 
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Chapter 5  
 TEST PROCESS STRUCTURE AT MPC 

Previous chapters have described how testing normally is conducted and presented 
some state of the art test techniques. However, since the structure of the test 
process differs between organisations, this chapter gives a view of how MPC 
conducts their test activities.   

This chapter provides a foundation for the following chapters that evaluate the test 
process at MPC and identify improvements for it. The main purpose of the chapter 
is to give an overview of what the different test levels at MPC include and a 
description of the tools that the testers use when performing the test activities.  

The source of information for this chapter is gathered from internal documents at 
MPC and from discussions with employees that are familiar with the test process.   

5.1 Projects and products 
Before describing the structure of the actual test process at MPC, readers should be 
aware of the fact that MPC develops different products in parallel between which 
the development process differs slightly. The differences occur because of different 
sizes of the projects and continuous process improvements after each project. As 
described below, MPC develops two main products, and for each new version of a 
product, they allocate a new project.  

The Gateway Mobile Positioning Centre (GMPC) acts as a link between the 
mobile network and a LoCation Services (LCS) client, where a LCS client can be 
any kind of application that benefits from mobile positioning, such as a network 
game. During this communication, the GMPC is responsible for checking 
authorisation and generating billing data.  

The Serving Mobile Positioning Centre (SMPC) is responsible for the actual 
positioning procedure; it calculates the position of the mobile subscriber using 
information obtained from the network. In newer releases, SMPC can also choose 
between different positioning methods when performing the positioning request; 
the SMPC bases the choice on the requested accuracy and the capabilities of the 
terminal.  

The GMPC and the SMPC are nodes in the base-station network and therefore, 
they cannot work standalone. Instead, they require cooperation with the other 
nodes in the network. The GMPC and SMPC nodes are component-based, where 
the internal components communicate with each other through XML. MPC 
develops the source code for the components in C++. The component system is 
controlled and administrated through a Framework for flexible Distributed Systems 
(FDS), which uses CORBA and HTTP for managing the communications.   

5.2 Overview of the test process 
The test process in the projects at MPC is similar to the one described in section 
3.2. However, there are some differences and especially the latter phases differ due 
to the need for special environments when the products require interaction with 
other systems.   

5.2.1 Test strategy 
MPC has not documented an overall test strategy, but recent projects have a test 
strategy in their test plans. However, the strategies only cover what test levels the 
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project should have; they do not state anything about how to approach the test 
activities and what the goals are. Nevertheless, testers and developers have an oral 
strategy saying that testing should attempt to find as many defects as possible as 
early as possible.  

5.2.2 Overview of test levels 
The test process at MPC comprises a number of levels that are supposed to verify 
the products before market release. Figure 5-1 describes the layout of the test 
levels together with responsibilities for who should conduct them. As can be seen 
in the figure, the developers at MPC are supposed to conduct the earlier phases and 
then deliver the system to INDUS, an external test unit at MPC. However, due to 
resource problems, the current projects are conducted slightly different. When the 
thesis project was conducted, the developers at MPC only conducted Basic Test 
(section 5.2.2.1) and System Design Test (section 5.2.2.2), and then delivered the 
system to INDUS, that besides their ordinary responsibilities conducted Function 
Test (section 5.2.2.3). Nevertheless, this does not affect the layout of the activities 
within the test levels. The activities within eac h test level are described in sections 
5.2.2.1-5.2.2.6.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5-1: Describes the layout of the test levels at MPC together with 
responsibilities for who should conduct them. 

There exist two more test levels in addition to those presented in Figure 5-1, and 
the purpose of these levels are to perform system tests on the product together with 
the other nodes in the network and to test the system in the customer environment. 
INDUS normally conducts these phases, but since a department in Stockholm 
conducted them during this thesis project, these test levels were difficult to 
evaluate and therefore, they were excluded from the scope of this thesis project. 

5.2.2.1 Basic Test (BT)  
Basic Test is supposed to correspond to the concept of unit testing that section 
3.2.2 describes, i.e. the developers perform white-box testing (section 3.3.2) on 
their own units. At MPC, basic test is supposed to cover  initiations and 
configurations of the components as well as verification of interfaces and functions 
for each component. The developers are supposed to perform basic test by writing 
test scripts that a test-tool called DailyTest (section 5.3.1) executes.  
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Unfortunately, the plan for how to conduct Basic Test does not always correspond 
to how it works in reality. Progress delays are common and when that happens, 
some parts of Basic Test become neglected. During time pressure, many 
developers only assure that their component is possible to compile and initiate, 
meaning that they do not create sufficient test scripts for testing the functionality in 
it.  

According to the Basic Test plan, the developers shall write specifications and test 
reports for each component. However, the specifications for Basic Test often only 
cover general component functionality, e.g. initiate, start, and stop the component. 
Therefore, Basic Test do not really correspond to the concept of unit testing as it is 
described in section 3.2.1. The existence of test reports is not always controlled and 
because of that, such reports are not always created. In addition, the developers do 
not report the defects that are found during basic test into any defect database. 

5.2.2.2 System Design Test (SDT) 
The purpose of System Design Test is to eliminate interface problems and defects. 
System Design Test is only a minor test activity and its intention is to ensure that 
the component system has basic stability when Function Test starts. The test phase 
also verifies that it is possible to make a complete installation of the system.  

MPC designs and conducts System Design Test as black-box tests (section 3.3.2), 
and System Design Test uses the same test environment as Basic Test. However, 
this phase also uses a tool that can simulate the real environment (see section 
5.3.5). 

5.2.2.3 Function Test (FT) 
The primary goal of Function Test is to verify the functional requirements of th e 
product. The verification includes both new requirements and old requirements that 
are included in previous versions of the product. Before the Function Test phase 
begins, testers develop black-box test cases for all the requirements. Function Test 
is performed in increments, i.e. the system is delivered to Function Test in parts, 
and thereby, the system is integrated incrementally. 

Function Test constitutes of a few activities that together verifies the functionality 
of the system:  

System integration tests: The purpose of this activity is to make a successful 
installation of the product and to verify that it can interact with the surrounding 
environment (simulated environment only). The activity also handles the setup of 
the test tools. 

Interfaces and protocols: This activity verifies interfaces and protocols.  

Operation and maintenance: During the operation and maintenance activity, it is 
important that configurations, data handling etc. can be handled in the installed 
system. This activity ensures that the delivered administration tools work as 
specified.  

Regression testing: The purpose of regression testing corresponds to how the 
literature describes it (section 3.2.2) and is supposed to be performed in each 
increment and after each update. However, regression testing is sometimes 
neglected in practice, and sometimes it is instead handled after the system is 
delivered to the next phase.  

5.2.2.4 Node System Test (NST) 
The purpose of Node System Test is to verify the quality attributes, and it includes 
testing of system requirements like for example stability and robustness of the 
system as well as measuring of system characteristics and performance.  
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Node System Test starts when Function Test has obtained a stable environment; 
meaning that the testers to some extent conduct it in parallel with Function Test. 
Regression testing is performed on the test cases that are related to the changes in 
new each delivery. 

5.2.2.5 System Handling (SH) 
This activity verifies the customer documentation in parallel with ordinary system 
testing. Examples of customer documentation could be system administration 
guides and user guides. The acceptance test document is also created during this 
phase.  

5.2.2.6 System Replacement (SR) 
The purpose of System Replacement is to verify the upgrade procedure of the node 
from earlier releases. Some projects integrate this activity with Node System Test 
and in practice, the testers verify that new and old functionality still work after the 
upgrade.  

5.3 Test tools 

5.3.1 DailyTest 
The developers are supposed to perform some tests with a test tool called 
DailyTest that acts as a component in the system, i.e. it communicates through the 
same interfaces as the other components and is also packaged together with them, 
even in the delivered product. The DailyTest component takes certain test scripts 
that defines the actions as input, executes the specified calls on the components, 
and finally returns a result presenting the outcome of the test. DailyTest also 
contains functionality for automatic comparisons of results and expected outcomes, 
i.e. deviations in the expected output XML-code is compared with the actual XML 
output. Appendix A shows examples of a test script and an XML output. The main 
usage area for DailyTest is for unit testing during Basic Test, but the developers 
sometimes also use it for later debugging activities. 

5.3.2 JavaTestSender 
The JavaTestSender is a Java based graphical user interface that contains 
functionality for configurations and monitoring of the components, and for creating 
and executing the test scripts. The JavaTestSender is mostly used as interface 
towards the DailyTest component during Basic Test, but it is sometimes also used 
for later debugging activities.  

5.3.3 Request tool/FDS-web 
The Request tool contains similar functionality as the JavaTestSender, but it is 
mainly intended for testers instead of developers. The Request tool is web based 
and it is built into the delivered system, which makes it suitable for remote testing. 
However, it has less functionality than the JavaTestSender, especially concerning 
the communication with DailyTest.  

5.3.4 Cruncher 
The Cruncher is another tool with a graphical user interface, and the purpose of it 
is to send requests through the whole GMPC node (can only be used in the GMPC 
product). It connects through a component in the GMPC called HTTPServer that 
handles requests from LCS clients (section 5.1). The Cruncher has functionality for 
handling performance and load testing by sending multiple requests through the 
GMPC node. The Cruncher is mostly used during Node System Test but is a useful 
alternative in all test phases. The Cruncher is the only test tool that can test the 
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HTTPServer and it is at the same time dependent on running towards a simulator 
that can bounce the requests back (see Figure 5-2). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5-2: Overview of how the test tools interact with the components and each 
other. The NetSim tool send requests on the components or it listens to requests 
from the components that are imitated by the Cruncher tool. The JavaTestSender 
and the Request tool can make requests directly on the components or on the 
DailyTest component.  DailyTest schedules more advanced tests on the 
components as specified in the test scripts that the tester create.  

5.3.5 NetSim (Simulator) 
The NetSim is a test tool that simulates requests to and from the GSM network (see 
Figure 5-2). Since there are various connections to the network through different 
components, the NetSim tool requir es several configurations to be able to simulate 
the different connections. It can handle both active and passive communication, i.e. 
be the initiator of the communication, or just listen to incoming events. The 
requests are specified as XML-strings according to how the communication with 
the network is supposed to work. Since the structure of the GSM network 
continuously changes, the simulator requires several changes between each project 
to handle the new functionality.   

5.3.6 TR-tool 
The testers report the defects into a defect reporting system called TR-tool. 
Therefore, the TR-tool is not really a test tool but only a user interface that keeps 
track of the defects. The developers assign and correct the defects that the testers 
reported into the TR-tool and then they report the correction into the tool. Testers 
start reporting defects into the tool during Function Test. Defects that are found 
earlier or by the developers are reported on an internal web page for the 
developers, or the developers handle the defects directly without reporting them.   

5.3.7 Test case design and execution tools 
When the thesis project was conducted, MPC did not use any tools for designing 
and executing test cases; the testers wrote regular test case specifications that they 
checked manually. However, a tool for handling test suites was under development 
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and it was expected to be used in future projects. With this tool in place, it was 
supposed to automate most functional testing. Nevertheless, the tool is quite 
advanced and requires a lot of training before it can be used, and before the test 
suites can be executed, the tool requires more detailed functional specifications 
than the existing projects had. 

5.4 Inspections 
Inspections are required on all documents and they are also supposed to be used on 
the source code. In practice, the developers only use code inspections when they 
find them necessary and have time left for it. 

5.5 Deliveries 
Already during development, the developers “check in” code into a repository 
where a daily build system makes static analysis of the code between each working 
day. This build system checks if the code in the components corresponds to their 
interfaces. The build system has also support for running test scripts, but this 
feature was during this thesis project not yet adapted for the products at MPC. The 
package that the build system creates also serves as base for the packages that the 
deliveries create. The defects that are found during daily build are presented on a 
web page and a report is sent to the responsible developer of the component. 

It is important to have a well-established procedure for handling the deliveries 
between the different phases, especially to ensure that the correct versions of the 
components are included in the built package. MPC handles this by having tools 
for building the delivery packages together with instructions for how to handle 
installations and eventual problems that might occur. The delivering part performs 
test installations of the built system before it is delivered, and the delivery also 
includes a delivery meeting where affected parts can raise possible issues. Between 
the formal deliveries, it is possible to deliver update messages, which consists of 
corrections such as repaired defects. Each increment in a test phase includes a new 
delivery.  

5.6 Summary 
With the purpose of serving as a foundation for MPC evaluation in the following 
chapters, this chapter gave an overview of how MPC conducts the test activities. 
The structure of the test process at MPC is rather similar to the literature-based test 
process that was described in chapter 3. However, some procedures and notions are 
different; especially regarding the latter test phases due to special environmental 
requirements for the products (GMPC and SMPC) that MPC develops. The 
included test levels are Basic Test, System Design Test, Function Test, Node 
System Test, System Handling, and System Replacement.  

The MPC products are developed in a rather complex environment that requires 
various tools as support for the test activities. For example, the testers use 
simulation tools as replacement for unavailable surrounding nodes that the system 
interacts with. During earlier test phases, it is also possible to develop test scripts 
that can handle more advanced tests on the components. Further, the development 
environment provides tools for supporting the build process and the defect reports. 
The deliveries between the test phases follow a detailed plan, and a special tool for 
building the delivery package is provided.  
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Chapter 6  
 SURVEY AT MPC 

Now that the previous chapter has gathered information about how the test process 
at MPC is structured, this chapter collects project data and opinions about how 
testing is performed and should be performed at MPC. The collected project data 
and statements are not analysed or discussed, only clarifications of the statements 
are added when necessary. 

The purpose of this chapter is to gather various data from MPC that in the next 
chapter can serve as foundation when identifying test efficient improvements. The 
chapter starts with designing the evaluation followed by a presentation of the 
gathered data from projects, interviews, and questionnaires. 

6.1 Design of the evaluation 
As stated in the method discussion in chapter 2, this thesis project is classified as 
an industry-based case study. The chapter also described action research as 
possible support for the evaluation. However, the timeframe was too limited for 
being able to include action research in this thesis project. For the same reason, the 
evaluation did not include any active work observation.  

The method discussion also claimed that it is preferable to use as many sources as 
possible for obtaining the needed information but at the same time, more sources 
require more efforts. The available sources in this thesis project were chosen from 
how time-consuming, accessible, and interpretable they were. The main data 
sources comprised project statistics, interviews with employees, and a 
questionnaire.  

From the discussion in section 2.2.1, the thesis project chose to use the qualitative 
method to get adequate coverage of reality and the quantitative method for 
measuring the magnitude of some of the findings and for validating results 
obtained in the qualitative research.  

6.1.1 Interviews  
As stated in section 2.2.4, the best results are obtained when many people with 
different roles are selected for interviews. However, to save time, the thesis project 
preferred to choose the people that were easy to reach and whose role related to the 
research area in some way. However, the objective was still to get opinions from as 
many as possible. 

In practise, this meant that the interviews were conducted with employees that had 
roles that in some way related to testing. These roles included deve lopers, testers, 
project leaders, test leaders, managers, and an architect. As a total, 15 people 
contributed with opinions in this part. 

At first, some informal interviews were conducted according to the ‘informal 
conversational interview’ approach (section 2.2.2), i.e. by giving spontaneous 
questions when the situation allowed it.  

At a later stage, more structured interviews were conducted. The questions for 
these interviews were not developed according a certain pattern; instead, the 
interviews were adapted individually for each employee depending on the roles 
and areas of expertise they had. This means that these interviews were structured 
according to the ‘general interview guide approach’ (section 2.2.2). When 
following this approach, the interviews could be loosely designed to allow the 
employees to contribute with their thoughts without manipulation by the 
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questioner. This also enabled broader qualitative results instead of directing the 
interviews into an area that the questioner selected subjectively.      

6.1.2 Questionnaire  
The purpose of handing out a questionnaire was to obtain quantitative results that 
could support the qualitative results. Appendix B presents the chosen questions for 
the questionnaire and the remainder of this section describes how they were 
designed. 

When choosing questions for the questionnaire, two main criteria for which 
questions to choose were considered. First, the answers should give numerical data 
that was hard to get from project statistics and were important to have as support 
for the analysis. In order to decrease the risk for getting inaccurate answers, it was 
also important to only include questions that the employees had adequate 
knowledge for answering. 

As stated in section  2.2.2, it was also important to choose suitable scales for the 
answers. Since the types of the questions differed, the scale layout differed. As can 
be seen in the questionnaire in Appendix B, questions two and three use a 
prioritisation method that Regnell et al. (2000) successfully used in a case study. 
With this method it was possible for the respondents to portion a value chunk to 
each question, i.e. it was not only possible to prioritise the answers but also 
possible to weight them against each other. Question four is a simple yes/no 
question and the rest of the questions are completely numerical in the sense that 
each question required an estimated value. However, to make it easier for the 
respondents when choosing an answer, they could select between value ranges 
instead of needing to determine an exact value.  

To save time, the thesis project preferred to choose the employees that were easier 
to reach but still tried to get opinions from as many as possible. As a total, 15 
developers were chosen to participate in the investigation. Only employees with 
the role developer were chosen since most questions were related to development; 
therefore, some of those that were interviewed for the qualitative research did not 
fill in the questionnaire. The handout was managed by giving a printed copy to 
each person and the active presence ensured that all the selected developers would 
respond.  

6.1.2.1 Validity threats in the questionnaire results 
During the design of the questionnaire, some threats to the validity of some 
answers were identified. First, there was a risk that question three would give 
contradicting answers due to different knowledge levels of the respondents; some 
employees might choose an answer that contradicts the other empirical results in 
this thesis report. The reason for this is that they do not have the same overall 
knowledge as this thesis report gathered. The employees might only relate to their 
current situation in the project they are working in. To make it possible to account 
for these problems in the analysis of the answers, question one was added to be 
able to track which projects the respondents have as frame of reference.   

In question five, the answer to choose is dependent on the rest of the test process, 
i.e. the respondents might think that code inspections would increase the test 
efficiency in the current test process at MPC. However, with improvements that 
would give more efficient unit testing, the benefits might decrease. 

When estimating time needed for an activity (questions five and six), people tend 
to estimate lower than the actual value (Nicholas 2001). The reason for this is 
according to Nicholas that people are overly optimistic because they see it as a 
reflection upon their own capabilities and therefore do not make an honest 
prediction.  
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Finally, questions six and seven only account for the time required by the 
developers, not the time INDUS put on making their initial debugging before 
reporting the defect.  

6.1.3 Project statistics 
When evaluating project statistics, the intention was first to sweep all relevant 
documentation and then summarise the useful findings. To get a broader view of 
the status at MPC, the evaluation gathered some new data from earlier test phases 
in projects that were not yet finished and some data from latter phases in older 
projects that were finished. Among the project documents, project evaluations that 
identified problems and possible improvements were considered especially useful 
for the qualitative research.  

Since employees at MPC conducted the project evaluations, one could expect 
similarities between the results of the project evaluations and the results of the 
interviews with the employees (section 6.1.1). 

The defect database was also studied in order to obtain statistics about defect 
distributions in the projects. However, it was hard to get any information from the 
database that could be used in this evaluation; at least it was not possible without 
putting more efforts on it than this thesis project allowed. 

When collecting data about efforts put on the test activities, it was discovered that 
the data in the time reporting system was unreliable mostly due to ambiguous 
activity definitions. However, accurate lead-times could at least be collected from 
various project documentation like for example progress reports.   

6.2 Collection of statements  
The purpose of collecting various statements from project evaluations and 
interviews is to get a useful set of qualitative data as input to the selection of 
problems and improvements.  

6.2.1 Gathered data  

6.2.1.1 Project evaluations : 
This section presents a summary of statements from two project evaluations that 
the employees at MPC performed after completion of two projects (MPC 4.0 and 
SMPC 5.0 SLIM).  

General: Both project reports stated that the development and test environment 
need improvements. Within the test environment, the test tools were stated not be 
as good as they could. The general improvement suggestion was to secure the 
quality at each level in the test process in order to find and correct defects as early 
as possible.  

Basic Test: The general conclusion about Basic Test was that the code is not 
completely tested before it is delivered to the next phase. The main reason for that 
is that the test tools do not cover all aspects, e.g. functionality like automation 
capabilities and memory checking. Examples of suggested improvements were 
scheduled seminars, more resources for optimising the test tool environment, and 
allocation of experienced resources for solving memory problems. One of the 
evaluations also stated that delays in the implementation caused the test time to be 
shortened.   

Function Test: Few problems were mentioned within Function Test. However, 
one evaluation stated that the simulator tool sometimes did not work perfectly. 
Some testers also claimed that it is hard to finalise the test cases due to lack of 
information in the design specifications.  
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Builds/deliveries : Statements regarding the build and delivery process pointed out 
some problems with the deliveries, and that many defects related to the 
installations.  

Defect handling: When evaluating the defect handling activities, the tools for 
tracing/finding faults in the system could be better, especially when the system is 
in live use. The log files could not always give all the needed information for 
finding the origin of defects.  

Code inspections: Code inspections were not very frequently used and sometimes 
performed without having sufficient competence involved. It was suggested that 
the inspection procedure should be improved to gain quality.  

6.2.1.2 Statement from interviews  
This section presents a summary of statements obtained from the interviews with 
employees at MPC.  

General: Many employees stated that the development environment is complex, 
which causes many problems and makes testing harder. One architect claimed that 
the reason why the environment for developing and testing is not as good as it 
could be, is that there has not been much time for introducing structured solutions 
to the problems. Some employees believed that test automation would increase the 
test efficiency, and the test coverage was also considered lower than preferable, 
which leads to decreased quality.  

Basic Test : When asking about areas that need improvements, most employees 
highlighted the Basic Test phase as the area that could be improved the most. The 
employees stated that improved test tools and better knowledge on how to use the 
tools are the main reasons for that, especially automated test tools. Some 
employees mentioned incomplete specifications for what to test in Basic Test and 
little control for what is performed as other reasons for why Basic Test is not 
performed well enough. Some defects occurred since not all developers are 
familiar with how to handle memory allocations; some problems and 
improvements were suggested within this area. Once again, better tools and 
training on existing tools were requested.   

Function Test: Especially the testers at INDUS stated that the test case handling 
could be more effective. For starters, the testers experience problems with 
specifying test cases because of incomplete specifications. Running the test cases 
manually is not optimal, especially regarding regression testing. A new tool for 
managing automatic test case execution was under development; however, the 
INDUS testers expressed concerns in whether current specifications were complete 
enough for specifying test cases in the new tool. The reason for this is that 
specifying test cases to be executed as a test suite require exact inputs and outputs. 
Finally, developers and testers stated that the current main test tool for Function 
Test sometimes fails or does not work according to the specifications.  

Logging: When finding faults that the testers report during Function Test, some 
developers stated that it sometimes is hard to locate the sources of the defects since 
the logging and tracing options do not cover all possibilities. This does not just 
imply to add more logs since it would result in too much logs when the traffic load 
is high. Some developers suggested that a new debug tool might improve the 
capabilities to handle the logs better.  

Builds/deliveries : Some employees thought that the delivery process could be 
improved. The reason for that is long build time and complex version handling. 
The build responsible claimed that better hardware would speed up the build 
process the most. In addition, when a delivery with the wrong versions is 
performed, it leads to more defects and extra time for rebuilds. It is hard to cope 
with the version problem since it usually occurs due to human mistakes.   
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Code inspections: Some employees mentioned code inspections as an area that 
should be used more. The inspections are not performed very often although they 
are included in the project plans. The code inspections would also give better 
results when performed by the employees that have the highest competence since 
they would find more defects.  

6.3 Questionnaire results  
The result from the questionnaire is marked with bold text in Appendix B. This 
section only discusses eventual validity issues that arose. 

As predicted in the questionnaire design (section 6.1.2), the result for question 
three was somewhat contradicting in comparison to the other evaluation results. On 
average, people gave almost equal importance to the options although most people 
in the qualitative interviews stated that enhanced Basic Test tools were the most 
important improvement (section 6.2.1). The developers encounter more problems 
with debugging since that is part of their daily work. If this question would have 
been given to the INDUS testers, they would (as they stated in the qualitative 
interviews) probably have graded the first option the highest. Unfortunately, there 
was not enough time (within the timeframe of this thesis project) for making an 
additional survey that could verify that.  

In questions five and six, the results were calculated by determining the mean 
value. However, since the results were given in an ordinal scale (section 2.2.3), 
mean-value statistics cannot be considered relevant for it; only frequency or 
median measures should be used (Fenton and Pfleeger 1997). However, since 
frequency and median value measures gave very small result deviations for those 
questions, mean value measures were still used.  

6.4 Statistical data 
The purpose of gathering statistical data was to get a picture of needed efforts for 
conducting the different test activities and to get defect statistics. Sources of the 
information were project documentation, interviews with employees, and results 
from the questionnaire.  

6.4.1 Gathered data  
Lead-time statistics: As can be seen in table 6-1, it took longer time for 
development and Basic Test in the SLIM project in comparison to the FULL 
project, whereas testing took shorter time in the SLIM project. Therefore, the trend 
indicates that more time put on development decreases the total time due to 
decreased lead-time for testing. However, this trend is hard to verify when only 
two projects could be used as sources.  

 SMPC 5.0 SLIM SMPC 5.0 FULL 

Design, Implementation, Basic 
Test 

120 days 99 days 

System Design Test 3 days 3 days 

Function Test 71 days  91 days 

Node System Test 56 days  86 days 

Table 6-1: Lead-time statistics for two projects.  

Basic Test (section 5.2.2.1): The questionnaire result (Appendix B) shows that it 
on average takes the developers 1.2 hours to find and repair each defect.   
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System Design Test (section 5.2.2.2): This test phase did not provide any usable 
statistics. However, since it is a short test phase that more or less serves as a start 
up for Function Test 5.2.2.3, it is not very important to get defect statistics from it. 

Function Test (5.2.2.3): Statistics gathered by the project leader in one project that 
was conducted at MPC shows that it took on average 7-10 hours to find and repair 
each defect. The questionnaire result (Appendix B) stated that this activity on 
average takes 7.6 hours. Since the results do not differ, it increases the validity of 
the values.  

Maintenance: With statistics gathered during an interview with the maintenance 
leader it was calculated that they on average repair 20-25 defects every three 
months. With available resources this results in 140 hours/defect. 

Builds and deliveries: From discussions with the software configuration 
management leader, the following statistics were gathered:  

• 11 hours (compilation time) for each build  
• 10 man hours/build (preparation, maintenance)  
• 2-3 man hours/delivery (preparation, maintenance)  

6.5 Summary 
The design of the evaluation stated that as many sources as the timeframe allowed 
should be used in the evaluation. Various statements were gathered from 
interviews with employees at MPC. A questionnaire was handed out in order to 
obtain quantitative results in form of for example prioritisations of improvements 
and defect statistics. Project statistics were mainly obtained from project 
evaluations.  

The evaluation resulted in a number of findings regarding the test process at MPC. 
Many improvement suggestions were identified in the Basic Test phase and in 
general, tool enhancements seemed to be the most requested improvement area.  

The next chapter sorts the findings into categories, discusses them, and then relates 
them to the conducted literature research.  
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Chapter 7  
 IDENTIFICATION OF CANDIDATE IMPROVEMENTS  

This chapter gathers all the problems and improvements from the conducted 
evaluations and literature studies. Problems and candidate improvements are 
mostly gathered from the evaluation described in the previous chapter, meaning 
that statistics from the projects at MPC, statements from employees, and results 
from the questionnaire serve as the foundation for this chapter. When it is possible, 
improvement suggestions from the literature studies in chapters 3 and 4 are also 
included to support the evaluation results.  

The applicability and test-efficiency of the improvement suggestions are not 
evaluated. This means that this chapter do not analyse the improvement 
suggestions, e.g. some of them might involve costs that that do not make them 
cost-effective to introduce. Instead, the next chapter determines which 
improvements that are suitable to implement at MPC.  

Since many of the identifie d problems and improvements are related, they are in 
this chapter divided into a few main improvement areas according to the sections 
below. 

7.1 Identified improvement suggestions at MPC 
To point out the origin of the findings and improvement suggestions, each heading 
in the listed areas have a suffix ‘(sources: X, X)’ that refers to the sections in 
previous chapters where the sources of the headings were originally presented. 
When the source of a heading is not stated, the finding or improvement is 
suggested by the authors of this report based on the knowledge gained during this 
project. When it is necessary, the findings and improvement suggestions are 
supported with references to the literature.  

The suggested improvements are in this chapter only presented on a general level. 
In chapter 9, the improvements that are selected as key improvement areas will be 
divided into concrete improvement proposals that are practically applicable at 
MPC. 

7.1.1 The Basic Test phase 

7.1.1.1 Tools  
Findings (sources: 6.2.1.1, 6.2.1.2, 6.4.1): The available tools do not provide 
complete possibilities for testing all the functionality in the units, which makes it 
impossible to get high code coverage. The effect of not testing the units thoroughly 
is that more defects remain in the product to be found in later testing or in worst 
case in operation. Further, it is hard to find defects like memory leaks with current 
tools since it is hard to configure and get interpretable results from them. In 
overall, the test environment is hard to configure for some tests, which makes the 
test activities more time-consuming.  

Improvement suggestions (sources: 6.2.1.1, 6.2.1.2): MPC has a need for tools 
that can perform all needed tests without requiring too much work, for example 
with automated test tools. Other useful tools are those that can identify frequent 
defects like for example memory leaks. As stated in section 4.3, it is possible to 
automate most parts in the test process and some of the object-oriented techniques 
that section 4.4.1 covers might be useful to introduce. 
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7.1.1.2 Training 
Findings (sources: 6.2.1.1, 6.2.1.2): One frequently raised issue was that all the 
developers do not have full knowledge on how to conduct Basic Test, especially 
how to use the available tools and how to configure the test environment.  

Improvement suggestions (sources: 6.2.1.1, 6.2.1.2): Make sure that the tools are 
not too hard to use and develop guides for how to use them. If needed, complement 
with seminars on how to use the tools.  

7.1.1.3 Basic Test specifications  
Findings (sources: 3.2.1, 6.2.1.2): The Basic Test specifications almost only cover 
component functionality that is identical for all components. For example, the 
specifications do not cover testing of individual functionality in the components. 

Improvement suggestions (sources: 6.2.1.2): More requirements on what to test in 
Basic Test are needed. The developers are often working under time-pressure and 
when doing that, they do not test more than required. Therefore, MPC should 
develop specifications that cover all functionality in the components so that an 
adequate quality level can be assured before moving on to the next level. 

7.1.1.4 Control of performed tests   
Findings (sources: 6.2.1.2): The developers are themselves responsible for 
performing the tests without any supervision except for the Basic Test 
specifications. During time-pressure, control of performed tests before delivery 
might be neglected.  

Improvement suggestions (sources: 6.2.1.1, 6.2.1.2): Having good specifications 
for what to test might not be enough; someone should make sure that they are 
followed. This can be solved by having a central storage for test reports and 
assigned responsibility for controlling that the system has adequate quality before 
delivery to the next phase. In order to know what to test, Root Cause Analysis 
(section 3.3.3) was in the evaluation stated to be useful for identifying the origin of 
common defect types so that efforts can be put on removing them in Basic Test 
instead. However, ODC (section 4.1) might be a better way of making sure that the 
right tests are performed before delivery.  

7.1.2 Debugging 

7.1.2.1 Tools for tracing de fects  
Findings  (source: 6.2.1.2): The available tools for tracing reported defects to their 
origins in the code could be improved. Many commercial tracing tools seem hard 
to use since they are hard to migrate with MPC’s component based systems.    

Improvement suggestions (sources: 6.2.1.1, 6.2.1.2):  There are different opinions 
within MPC regarding how to solve this problem. To some extent, training on how 
to use existing debugging tools might help. However, it is also possible to develop 
a tool that can trace the code during execution without loosing much performance, 
e.g. a tool that is possible to enable and disable in run-time. 

7.1.2.2 Runtime logging  
Findings : (source: 6.2.1.2): The developers include some logs in their code, and 
the component server provides some logging functionality. Nevertheless, it is not 
always very easy to get relevant information from the existing logs, and adding too 
much logs decreases the performance and readability of the logs.  

Improvement suggestions (sources: 6.2.1.1, 6.2.1.2):  A standard way for what 
logs to include need to be established in order to ensure the debugging capabilities. 
Another possible solution would be that the trace tool that the previous section 
suggested could solve the problem by including functionality for sorting the logs.  
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7.1.3 Test case design 
Findings  (sources: 6.2.1.1, 6.2.1.2): The test cases are specified from the 
requirements specification and the specifications that the developers create during 
design. However, the specifications do not contain all information about the 
functionality that the test cases are supposed to tes t. Without complete 
specifications, it is harder to specify test cases, especially their inputs and expected 
outputs. Further, when automating the test case execution with a tool like TTCN3 
(section 5.3.7), exact specifications of inputs and expected outputs are necessary 
before it is possible to execute the test suites. When not having specifications that 
provide such information, it is hard to create test suites for the test cases. 

Improvement suggestions: (sources: 6.2.1.2): Although the employees at MPC 
have different opinions regarding how to structure the specifications, it is decided 
to introduce functional specifications to cover the needs. However, DeMarco 
(1997) states that voluminous documentation is part of the problem, not the 
solution and therefore, additional specifications are not the solution to all 
problems. Further, traditional functional specifications have a major drawback 
when used for object-oriented software; the state of the software is seldom 
considered (Berard 1993). Hence, there are issues that should be taken into account 
when specifying what specifications to have and what to include in them. The 
employees at MPC should preferably solve these issues jointly.  

7.1.4 Execution of the test cases in Function Test 

7.1.4.1 Tools for design and execution of the test cases 
Findings : (source: 5.3.7): MPC does not use any tools for designing and executing 
functional test cases; the testers write regular test case specifications that they 
check manually. This means that it takes almost equally as long time to execute the 
test cases each time the testers re-test the product, e.g. in regression testing and in 
maintenance. 

Improvement suggestions (sources: 6.2.1.2): A flexible tool that can execute test 
suites automatically in the simulated environment might decrease the test time. As 
described in section 5.3.7, a tool for this purpose was during this thesis project 
currently under development and it is supposed to be introduced in future projects. 
Another improvement suggestion would be to introduce new techniques for 
eliciting test cases. For example, risk-based testing (section 4.2) could focus testing 
so that more time is spent on critical functions, e.g. by selecting test cases from 
their risk exposure.  

7.1.4.2 Simulation tools  
Findings  (sources: 6.2.1.1, 6.2.1.2): When conducting Function Test, the 
operational environment is not accessible. Therefore, the test cases need to be 
executed in a simulated environment. The primary tool for providing the simulated 
environment is NetSim (section 5.3.5) that simulates the surrounding nodes in the 
network. Since this tool is developed by MPC in parallel with the product 
development, it is not fully verified before it is used. The result of this is that it is 
hard to determine whether a defect is in the product or in the simulator tool. This 
leads to more complex debugging and when there is a defect in the simulator, it 
needs to be updated. 

Improvement suggestions: Verify the correctness of the simulators before they 
are used in the test environment, or replace the tool with a more robust simulation 
environment.  
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7.1.5 The quality of the delivery process 

7.1.5.1 Versions handling 
Findings  (sources: 6.4.1, 6.2.1.1, 6.2.1.2): An event that sometimes occurs in the 
process for building and packaging the  system is that the deliveries to the next test 
phase include wrong versions of the components. This mostly occurs due to human 
errors. Delivering wrong versions results in erroneous code, and if the version 
problem is not detected before the test case execution starts, more defects are 
detected.   

Improvement suggestions: To the extent it is possible, improve the process and 
the tools to make sure that correct versions are delivered.  

7.1.5.2 Tools for the build and packaging process  
Findings  (sources: 6.4.1, 6.2.1.2): Some parts of the build and packaging processes 
are performed manually instead of using scripts for them. Due to a significant 
amount of code to compile, the compilation part in the build process takes several 
hours to complete. 

Improvement suggestions (sources: 6.2.1.2): Introduce more test scripts in the 
build and delivery process so that fewer resources are required. Speed up the build 
process mainly by introducing new hardware. 

7.1.6 Code inspections 

7.1.6.1 Time allocation  
Findings  (sources: 6.2.1.1, 6.2.1.2): The projects do allocate time for code 
inspections; however, during time pressure, code inspection is one of the activities 
that is neglec ted first. The result of this is more defects in the delivered code 
(delivered to testing). In addition, code inspections are a good way of transferring 
knowledge between the developers.   

Improvement suggestions: The preferable way to make sure that the developers 
perform code inspections is to give them higher priority by requiring code 
inspections on the new code before allowing the delivery to the first test phase. 

7.1.6.2 Lack of competence on inspectors  
Findings (sources: 6.2.1.1, 6.2.1.2): The amount of defects the inspectors find 
varies a lot, especially those that have significant competence on the specific 
product can identify more defects in the code. The problem with doing this is that 
the best inspectors often have other important roles in the projects and therefore it 
is hard for them to allocate any time for inspections. 

Improvement suggestions (sources: 6.2.1.1, 6.2.1.2): Allocate resources for 
letting the employees with the best knowledge to take part in the inspections. 

7.2 Summary 
This chapter identified the following areas as candidate improvements:  

• The Basic Test phase 
o Allocate more resources for tool development  
o Increase the amount of training on the test tools and the test 

environment 
o Make specifications that cover all functionality 
o Make sure that Basic Test is performed thoroughly before 

delivery to the next test phase 
• Debugging 
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o Develop more logging and tracing functionality 
• Test case design 

o Improve the design specifications 
• Execution  of the test cases in Function Test 

o Introduce a tool for automation of test case execution  
o Allocate more resources for developing and maintaining 

simulation tools 
o Introduce risk-based testing 

• The quality of the delivery process 
o Better process for version handling 
o Increased automation of the packaging process  

• Code inspections 
o Give inspections higher priority 
o Allocate specialist competence for performing inspections 

The chapter identified the candidate improvement areas (as presented in the list 
above) including their origins and reasons for why they are needed. The next 
chapter evaluates the candidate improvements and determines which of them that 
are suitable to implement at MPC. 
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Chapter 8  
 SELECTION OF IMPROVEMENTS 

This chapter determines the applicability of the improvements that the previous 
chapter identified; it determines if the improvement suggestions are cost-effective 
to implement at MPC. The chapter also determines whether the kept improvements 
require an implementation proposal in the next chapter or not.  

8.1 Design of selection procedure 
When evaluating the candidate improvements, some of them were for various 
reasons not suitable to make an implementation proposal for. The first category of 
such improvements comprises the improvements that would not increase the test 
efficiency at MPC and therefore were not suitable to implement. The second 
category constitutes improvements that would increase the test efficiency at MPC, 
but already were under development, i.e. improvements for which MPC already 
had a solution plan.  

The last area of improvements that did not need an implementation proposal were 
those that were suitable to implement at MPC but did not require an 
implementation proposal, that is, there were no practical suggestions to make for 
the improvement but the actu al improvement itself. An example of such 
improvement is one that only requires a management decision and no practical 
work.  

Some improvements are also marked as dependent on other improvements, i.e. the 
improvement should be considered when another related improvement is about to 
be introduced.  

8.2 Evaluation of improvement areas 

8.2.1 The Basic Test phase 
Allocate more resources for tool development: In the questionnaire result in the 
evaluation, incomplete testing due to test tools that cannot test all functionality 
were given on average 33% of the scores (Appendix B). Basic Test tools were also 
frequently mentioned in the qualitative evaluation. Therefore, an improvement 
proposal for this subject was suitable to include.  

Increase the amount of training on the test tools and the test environment: 
Although the questionnaire indicated that training only was of minor importance in 
comparison to the alternatives (14% of the scores), the test tools were identified as 
a common problem in the qualitative research. Therefore, this area should still be 
considered when improving the test tool environment as proposed above. 

Make specifications that cover all functionality: The questionnaire gave 
insufficient specifications 8% of the scores for why Basic Test is not conducted 
properly. Although this indicated that specifications were of minor importance, 
they are required when assuring the quality level of the product before delivery (as 
described further below). Therefore, this improvement falls under the dependency 
criteria and should be included when the quality assurance improvement below is 
implemented. By integrating the specifications with the test case design that should 
be done in any case, costs are minimised.  

Control of performed tests before delivery to the next test phase: The 
developers considered lack of time as the largest reason for neglecting to test all 
functionality in Basic Test (45% of the scores). Thereby, people tend to deliver 
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code that is not completely tested because they have a deadline to keep. However, 
since section 6.4.1 showed that the defects are more expensive to find and correct 
later in the process (e.g. about 100 times more expensive in maintenance than in 
Basic Test), it would be cost-effective to increase the quality level before the 
delivery to the next test phase. The trend concerning the increasing defect cost is 
also supported in the literature (Marciniak 1994; Gilb 1988). The lead-time 
statistics in section 6.4.1 also indicates that more time put on design, 
implementation, and Basic Test decreases the total development time. 
Nevertheless, introducing adequate quality assurance is to some extent dependent 
on the implementation of the tool improvements that this section previously 
presented. The reason for this is that without adequate tools, it is hard to obtain 
sufficient quality. On the contrary, the tools might not be used to the extent that 
they should without requirements on the quality level.    

8.2.2 Debugging 
Develop more logging and tracing functionality: The questionnaire result stated 
that the developers rated this area as the one that would be the most cost-effective 
to improve (36% of the scores). Further, the last question in the questionnaire 
stated that more time is required for finding a defect in relation to repairing it 
(60.5%). This time could be decreased with better trace options. In the interviews 
and project evaluations, many of the developers and testers also requested for 
better debugging possibilities. Since the costs of improving the debugging 
environment are not very high (see section 9.2), the findings imply that an 
implementation proposal for this area was suitable. 

8.2.3 Test case design 
Improve design specifications: Improved specifications were to be introduced in 
future projects and only the employees themselves can decide appropriate contents 
for them (section 7.1.3). Therefore, an implementation proposal for this matter was 
not required.  

8.2.4 Execution of the test cases in Function Test  
Introduce a tool for automation of the test case execution: As stated in section 
7.1.4.1), MPC was about to introduce a new test tool for automatic execution of the 
test cases (TTCN3). Since TTCN3 was expected be a tool that would increase the 
test efficiency for the test case execution sufficiently, no implementation proposal 
for this area was needed.  

Allocate more resources for developing and maintaining simulation tools: 
Before usage, the simulator could be verified for instance through code 
inspections. However, a better solution would probably be to replace it with built 
in simulation capability in the new test case execution tool as described above. 
When this thesis project was conducted, it was therefore not cost-effective to 
improve the simulation environment. 

Introduce risk -based testing: Since the test case execution was about to be 
changed, a new technique for elicitation of test cases might not be suitable to 
introduce at the same time. However, such technique would most likely be 
successful to introduce because it would obtain more focused testing. Since this 
improvement was not suitable in the current situation (due to the upcoming 
changes as stated above), no improvements for this area were suitable to present in 
the implementation proposal.  
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8.2.5 The quality of the delivery process  
Better process for version handling: It is hard to identify any concrete 
improvements for this area; people simply need to be careful when they handle 
version changes. Therefore, no improvement proposal for this area was suitable. 

Increased automation of the packaging process: Development of more script 
support was already under implementation when this thesis project was conducted. 
Therefore, no implementation proposal was suitable to aid the automation of this 
process.  

8.2.6 Code inspections 
Give inspections higher priority: The questionnaire result stated that most 
developers think that inspections would be cost-effective to use on the source code 
(12/15). Further, it is possible to perform code inspections early in development 
and when defects are found in such inspections, there is no need for the additional 
step to isolate the origin of the defect (Porter et al. 1996). Therefore, the defects 
found in inspections are cheaper to fix than if they are found in testing. However, it 
is hard to determine whether they always are cost-effective, especially when they 
are used on all the code. Therefore, this thesis project suggests that code 
inspections only should be a requirement on critical code segments. Since this 
improvement only is a matter of decisions, no implementation proposal needed to 
be developed for it.  

Allocate specialist competence for performing inspections: This improvement 
suggestion is closely related to the one above. Since, it is a matter of managerial 
decisions to determine whether to allocate resources for the specialists (section 
7.1.6.2), there was no need to make an implementation proposal for it. 

8.3 Summary 
The chapter evaluated the identified improvements and selected the ones to be 
included in the implementation proposal that the next chapter presents:  

• Improve the Basic Test phase: The crucial part within this area that was 
identified was to improve the test tool environment. When implementing the 
tools, the other improvement suggestions for Basic Test should also be 
considered, that is, the tools should be integrated with the test process by 
ensuring that the developers know how to use the tools, the test specifications 
have adequate coverage, and the tests in the test specifications are performed 
before delivery.  

• Improve the debugging environment: This area involves developing more 
trace and logging functionality in order to decrease the debug time.   

Some improvement suggestions were not selected because they are already about 
to be introduced at MPC: 

• Improve the design specifications 
• Introduce tool for automation of the test case execution 
• Increased automation of the packaging process  

Two improvement suggestions were suitable to implement. However, since they 
comprised no practical work, they were excluded:  

• Give inspections higher priority 
• Allocate specialist competence for performing inspections  
• Better process for version handling 
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Finally, two improvement suggestions were not suitable to implement at MPC: 

• Allocate more resources for developing and maintaining simulation tools 
• Introduce risk-based testing 
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Chapter 9  
 IMPLEMENTATION PROPOSAL 

The previous chapter identified the improvement suggestions that were suitable to 
implement at MPC and require an implementation proposal. This chapter presents 
a proposal for how to implement the improvement suggestions that the previous 
chapter selected as suitable to make an implementation proposal for. Except for 
where references are explicitly given, the argumentation is supported by the 
knowledge the author has gained during this thesis project; mostly through 
discussions with employees at MPC.  

The implementation proposal comprises two areas: a collection of improvements 
for Basic Test (section 5.2.2.1), and a discussion concerning tools that could 
improve the debugging environment. Since it is hard for people that are not 
developers at MCP to fully understand the technical parts in the implementation 
proposal, the technical parts are instead put in appendices so that they st ill are 
accessible for those that are interested in them.     

9.1 Improvements for The Basic Test phase 
As described in the previous chapter (section 8.3), the tools in the Basic Test phase 
were selected as an area for which an implementation proposal would be suitable. 
As stated in 7.1.1.1, tools for testing the functionality in the units and tools for 
memory management were needed.  

9.1.1 Functional tool improvements 

9.1.1.1 DailyTest improvements versus new test tool 
The DailyTest tool (section 5.3.1) was during this thesis project the only tool that 
could test the functionality in the components. However, it can only test 
functionality provided by the components’ external plugin 2-interfaces, not 
individual classes and functions. The testability of the plugin-interfaces with 
DailyTest is also restricted in form of limited possibilities for conditional, 
selective, and iterative testing (section 4.3.2).  

To some extent, it would be possible to enhance the DailyTest tool to enabling 
more extensive unit testing. However, the testing possibilities would always be 
restricted to what functionality the script language would provide (section 5.3.1). 
To cope with these limitations, a suggestion for a new tool evolved during the 
evaluation at MPC.      

The new tool suggestion comprised a Standard Test Kit (STK) that would contain a 
collection of classes and functions for enabling various test on the plug ins. It 
would have the possibility to execute most tests on plugins through their interfaces. 
A detailed description of the STK follows in Appendix C.   

The main advantage with such tool in comparison to the DailyTest tool is the 
potential it has, i.e. since the STK only consists of a collection of classes and 
functions with no external interface as with script languages. It can make all the 
wanted requests where the only limitations are those of the programming language 
(C++). This means that the developer s (in C++) can implement the functionality 
the tool does not provide in itself. Since the developers are used to programming 
C++ in the components, this would not involve any extra training. The purpose of 

                                                 
2 A plugin is an instance of a component that can be executed stand-alone in the FDS 
environment (section 5.1). 
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the tool would be to provide the basic functionality and when a developer 
implements a new useful function, it would be easy to add into the STK. The 
advantage with this is that when the developers enhance the tools as a part of their 
Basic Test execution, few resources are required for maintaining the tool. In 
addition, instead of having a limited script language that the developers must learn 
how to use, the developers can develop the scripts in C++, a syntax the developers 
already are familiar with. A drawback with introducing this STK is that it requires 
some upfront development and configuration costs. 

The literature gives the STK approach support in form of examples of projects that 
successfully developed the script in test classes directly in the programming 
language instead (Murphy et al. 1994). Further, Firesmith (1995) describes a 
similar approach where object-oriented software is tested by developing a test class 
for each class in the system. The developers are supposed to use the STK in a 
similar way (instead of a test class for each class, the developers should implement 
a test class for each component). 

9.1.1.2 Process integration of the STK 
When introducing the new test tool environment at MPC, section 8.3 stated that the 
test tools should be integrated properly with the test process. This integration 
should according to that discussion be done by ensuring that the developers know 
how to use the tools, the test specifications have adequate coverage, and the tests in 
the test specifications are performed before delivery.  

As stated in section 9.1.1.1, the STK would not require much training and 
maintenance. However, it is important that the developers are informed on how to 
configure and use the tool, and why it should be used. For example, it would be 
suitable to implement a template program with examples of how to perform tests. 
When the tool is in use, an employee should also be assigned as administrator of 
the tool. This administrator would not need to allocate much time for the task since 
anyone can develop new functionality. However, someone should monitor and 
coordinate the improvements that are to be introduced in the tool. This role should 
preferably be assigned to an employee who is involved in the Basic Test phase and 
is interested in improving the test environment.   

Section 8.2.1 stated that the projects at MPC tend to deliver code to Function Test 
that they have not tested completely because they have a deadline to keep and 
hence, they do not have enough time for testing all the new code. Therefore, it is 
not enough to develop new tools for enabling better testing; there should be 
requirements on the quality level of the code before the delivery of it. As stated in 
section 7.1.1.4, MPC does not have a fully developed process for managing quality 
assurance before delivery. As specified in 7.1.1, two actions are necessary in order 
to enable assurance of the quality level: to define what the quality level at delivery 
should be, and to control that the defined quality level is secured before delivery.  
In practice, this means that MPC should define the required quality level for Basic 
Test to include testing of all the new functionality and then not allow delivery to 
the next test phase until the requirements are fulfilled, preferably in form of test 
reports generated by the STK. To gain continuous process improvement, logging 
and reporting of the tests and the found defects also enables post analysis of the 
defects, for example with ODC (see section 4.1). 

9.1.2 Memory management tools 

9.1.2.1 Choice of tools  
When this thesis project was conducted, two tools were available for memory 
checking: 
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Rational Purify: This tool covers most C++ memory problems like for example 
out of bounds checking, memory leaks, and writing to memory that is freed or not 
initialised. With Purify, it is possible to monitor the memory management visually 
through a graphical user interface. However, Purify cannot be executed directly on 
the component-based sys tem at MPC since it uses shared libraries3 that Purify do 
not support. Nevertheless, there are workarounds that can make it work to some 
extent anyway. However, since these changes are FDS dependent (section 5.1), it is 
still not possible to perform memory checking on stand-alone components. Since 
Purify already is integrated with the environment, no configuration costs are 
necessary. MPC has planned a four-hour seminar for teaching the developers how 
to use it and that should be enough.  

Forte Workshop: MPC has installed Forte Workshop but when this thesis project 
was conducted, it was rarely used. Forte Workshop is not only a memory 
management tool; it is a complete development environment that for example 
includes functionality for editing, building, and debugging code. An evaluation that 
was performed by an employee at MPC stated that Forte Workshop would require 
4-8 hours of training for each developer. In addition, some additional configuration 
costs would be necessary. The total upfront costs for the first project in which it 
would be used were estimated to 350 hours (about 7% of the time-budget for the 
development phase in an average project). The estimated savings when using Forte 
Workshop was estimated to 10% decreased developm ent time.  This means that 
Forte Workshop would be beneficial already in the first project it is used. 

Tool selection  

Although the existence of these possible tools might suggest a tool selection 
according to predefined criteria (section 4.3.4), a structured tool selection was not 
performed since a proper tool selection would require a more extensive survey. 
More alternative tools should be evaluated, but since this would require more time 
than the timeframe for this thesis project allows, such evaluation was excluded.  

Nevertheless, if no better tool is found, Forte Workshop should be used as a 
complete development environment in order to take advantage of all its 
capabilities. Further, it should be used during Basic Test and for debugging since 
the developers already are using the environment. If the compatibility issues in 
Purify are solved, it could be used by some developers or testers when advanced 
features are necessary, e.g. for special memory problems that Forte Workshop do 
not cover or in larger system tests. 

To conclude, Forte Workshop would be beneficial to introduce, but more studies 
should be performed in order to ensure that no better tool is available. No matter 
which tool is selected, it is important that the developers are trained on how to use 
it in order to understand the capabilities that the tools provide.  

9.1.2.2 Integration with the STK 
The introduction of the STK (Appendix C) enables another way of executing tests, 
i.e. with a test program instead of using external requests. This could increase the 
possibilities with memory checking tools. Since Purify does not support shared 
libraries, it is hard to use it with the STK (section 9.1.1.1). However, when using 
tools like Forte Workshop it might work better. The advantage of performing 
memory checking with the STK is that it focus memory testing on specific 
functionality, and since the STK would support iterations (with C++); it would be 
possible to execute advanced load tests with it. Such tests could reveal several 
memory problems.  

                                                 
3 Feature in C++ that enables dynamic linking of libraries, that is, the libraries are linked in 
run-time instead of being included in the binary file.  
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9.2 Improvements for the debugging environment 
Section 8.2.2 stated that it would be suitable to develop an implementation 
proposal for how to improve the logging and tracing possibilities. The best 
improvement for the debugging environment would be to decrease the amount of 
defects that need to be fixed. DeMarco (1997) states that high performing projects 
spend far less time on debugging since they introduce fewer defects. Nevertheless, 
until the previously suggested Basic Test improvements together with other 
affecting factors decrease the defect density sufficiently, MPC needs a better 
debugging environment. The improvement proposal for this area comprises 
evaluations of how to use the already accessible commercial tools together with an 
implementation suggestion for a new debug tool.  

9.2.1 Tool improvements 

9.2.1.1 Existing debugging environment and possible improvements for it 
In the existing debug environment, the most commonly used approach to trace the 
origin of defects is through logs that are included in the source code. However, 
some defect types are hard to trace with such logs, and in fast4 compile, the logs 
are excluded completely.  

Some developers use other options, like for example the “db” command that is a 
standard function in the operating system. This command can trace for example 
component crashes better than the logs. However, few employees know how to use 
such commands and therefore, training on how to use them could decrease the 
debugging time. Commands like “db” are not currently possible to use in fast 
versions of the system since the variable names are formatted for decreased space 
requirements. However, a developer stated that decreasing the variable space is not 
crucial; other factors are far more important. Therefore, it might be preferable to 
disable the variable formatting by changing the flags in the build process.  

Another solution could be to use Forte Workshop (section 9.1.2.1) that enables 
code tracing, i.e. collected information about the status of the execution. The 
provided functionality comprises for example code stepping (with breakpoints), 
tracing of call stacks, and variable monitoring.  

9.2.1.2 Debug component 
In addition to the improvements suggested in the previous section, some 
developers requested better possibilities for interpreting the logs that are generated 
during tests and operation. The existing architecture for the products at MPC 
contains a component that logs events that the components should send for certain 
events. However, these logs are restricted to a few operations and when increasing 
the load on the system, the logs get harder to interpret. Therefore, we suggest a 
new more flexible solution that would make the logs easier to manage and would 
give more information.  

The new suggestion comprises a debug component that can be integrated as a 
component in the products without requiring any changes in the current 
architecture. Since the new debug component would be run-time configurable, it 
would not affect the performance of the system and it could also be used in fast 
releases. Further, it would be easier to interpret the logs since the debug component 
would contain functionality for sorting the logs as suitable. Appendix D describes 
details about how to design the component. 

                                                 
4 When the products at the MPC are compiled in “fast” mode, optimisations like for 
example removal of debug messages are performed. 
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9.2.2 Process integration 
As with any other new test tool, it is important to make sure that the users are 
trained on how to use it. However, the most important matter with this tool is that 
it is too late to start thinking about how to use it after the code is delivered; the logs 
must be included in the developed components before delivery. Due to the earlier 
mentioned problem with deadline pressure, it is extra important to make people 
aware of the benefits of implementing appropriate logs in the code before delivery.  

9.3 Time allocation for implementation of improvements  
A general problem when making improvements in an organisation like MPC where 
the time pressure is constantly high is that it is hard to allocate any time for the 
improvements. Although the management is aware of the benefits certain 
improvements would give, they often have other nearby deadlines, which are more 
important at that particular time. The consequence of this is that improvements 
cannot always be introduced even when they are considered beneficial.  

To cope with this problem, a manager at MPC stated that resources for 
improvements should be allocated in the beginning of projects or whenever a 
certain resource might have some time left. A system architect at MPC stated that 
since there is almost no time left for the projects to put on improvements, the 
employees should work with the improvements continuously as a part of their 
ordinary work, e.g. when performing a test, they can themselves put a few hours 
every now and then on improving or developing a tool and debit the work on the 
actual test activity. Further, the famous Hawthorne effect (people tend to perform 
better when they are trying something new) might also decrease the required time 
for the work (DeMarco and Lister 1987). To conclude, it is possible to find time 
for improvements although there often is not much time to allocate for them.  

9.4 Summary 
This chapter suggested improvements for the Basic Test environment that would 
improve the test efficiency at MPC. The suggestions comprised a new tool for 
testing the functionality in the components, suggestions for how to make it easier 
to perform memory checking, and how to handle process issues like for example 
quality assurance and resource allocations. 

Further, it contained an evaluation of existing debugging tools a design suggestion 
for a new debug component that would decrease the required time for finding 
origins of defects in the products at MPC during test and maintenance.  

Suggestions for how to allocate resources for implementing improvements were 
also discussed since that is considered as a problem. The next chapter summarises 
the results of this thesis project and validates the previously stated hypotheses.  
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Chapter 10  
 CONCLUSIONS 

This thesis project investigated whether MPC could improve their test efficiency or 
not. As described in the next section, the investigations gave results showing 
possibilities for increasing the test efficiency at MPC. After that, section 10.2 
attempts to validate the hypotheses that the first chapter in this report presented.  

10.1 Project results 
State of the art regarding how to test software was studied and the thesis project 
identified the following areas as useful for MPC:  

• Orthogonal Defect Classification (section 4.1) 
• Risk-based testing (section 4.2) 
• Automated test tools (section 4.3) 
• Testing of component based software (section 4.4) 
The listed areas supported the selection of improvement areas but before it can be 
determined whether they would increase the test efficiency, they would require 
more studies, for example through pilot projects. 

The evaluation of the test process at MPC identified a few areas that affect the 
choice of improvements that would increase the test efficiency: 

Tools: The most frequently mentioned area when identifying scarcities at MPC 
was problems with the test and debugging tools. Existing tools needed 
enhancements and for some areas, the employees at MPC requested new tools.   

Deadline pressure : Constant deadline pressures results in neglected testing and a 
lack of resources for improving the test environment. This area became important 
to consider when identifying reasons for incomplete unit testing and when 
suggesting how to improve the test process. The employees should dare to delay 
the deliveries to function test until the code has adequate quality; high performing 
projects design more and debug less (DeMarco 1997). 

Competence transfer: Lack of knowledge on how to use the available tools for 
testing and debugging has a negative impact on how well the testers perform the 
test activities. Therefore, a well working test organisation must include training on 
how to use the test tools.  

From the evaluation results, the Basic Test and debugging environment were 
selected as the improvements that would increase the test efficiency at MPC the 
most. An implementation proposal for how to implement the improvement 
suggestions were developed as follows:  

Basic Test (section 9.1): The improvement proposal included a collection of 
suggestions for how to improve the Basic Test environment. The suggestions 
comprised a new tool for testing the functionality in the components, suggestions 
for how to make it easier to perform memory checking, and how to handle process 
issues like for example quality assurance and resource allocations.  

Debugging (section 9.2): We evaluated and gave improvement suggestions for the 
existing debugging tools and suggested a design for a new debug component that 
would decrease the required time for finding origins of defects in the products at 
MPC during test and maintenance.  
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10.2 Validation of hypotheses 
From the project results, we validate the hypotheses as follows:   

The test process at MPC is a more time-consuming activity than necessary 
because…  

…many defects are more expensive to correct than needed: 

According to the evaluation results, the Basic Test phase was not as efficient as it 
could be (section 7.1.1). Since both the evaluation and the literature stated that 
defects are significantly more expensive to repair in later test phases (section 
8.2.1), it becomes obvious that many defects found at MPC are more expensive to 
repair than needed.   

…there is a lack of tool support for the developers and testers : 

The evaluation at MPC verified the lack of tool support; especially the Basic Test 
phase and debugging activities were stated to have incomplete tools (section 7.1). 

It is possible to improve the test efficiency at MPC by…  

…putting more effort into the basic test phase (section 5.2.2.1): 

When improving the Basic Test phase with tools like those described in the 
improvement proposal (section 9.1), the testers should find more defects. The 
reason for this is that such a tool would give increased test coverage, which would 
result in fewer defects in the delivered code. Since defects also are more expensive 
to find in later test phases (section 8.2.1), the test efficiency should increase.  

… increasing the tool support for locating defect origins: 

The evaluation identified problems with finding defect origins and by developing a 
tool like the one presented in section 9.2.1, the defect origins should be found 
faster and thereby increase the test efficiency.  

…introducing new techniques for test case elicitation: 

When evaluating new techniques for test case elicitation, we identified risk based 
testing as a technique that could improve the test efficiency at MPC (section 4.2). 
However, it was not possible to verify that the technique really would be beneficial 
to introduce. In addition, the literature stated that risk based testing would not be 
beneficial unless used properly. The timeframe of this thesis project did not allow 
thorough studies like for example a pilot project that could test it in practise. 
Further, another test technique might be better at managing the test case elicitation. 
The next chapter includes test case elicitation among the areas that require further 
work.  
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Chapter 11  
 FURTHER WORK 

This chapter lists further work that could be done after the completion of this thesis 
project. It includes both follow up work for realising the results obtained in this 
thesis and areas that were not covered in depth, but that were identified as 
interesting subjects to investigate in detail in the future.  

Implementation of improvement suggestions: The most obvious follow up work 
after the termination of this thesis project, would be to implement the improvement 
suggestions that were suggested in the improvement proposal (Chapter 9). 

Defect analysis: Techniques for post analysis of defects were analysed and 
discussed in this report (section 4.1). Orthogonal Defect Classification was 
considered as an interesting technique that could make testing more efficient. 
However, more studies are needed in order to determine the usefulness of such a 
technique, for example with a pilot project. 

Studies on the cost-effectiveness of inspections: The usefulness of code 
inspections was discussed but no definite decisions for whether they would be 
cost-effective could be made. Therefore, further studies on the effect on using code 
inspections at MPC are required. They should consider studying training and 
convergence effects in inspections. For example, DeMarco and Lister (1987) state 
that organisations that have active peer reviews (walkthroughs, inspections etc.) 
have a natural tendency toward convergence.  

Test case elicitation: Risk based testing was suggested as a technique that could 
give the test case execution at MPC better focus. However, the literature stated that 
risk based testing would be beneficial if used the right way and therefore, more 
studies on how to integrate it with the organisation at MPC are necessary.  

Tools for memory management: The implementation proposal in this report 
stated that more memory management tools should be evaluated before a choice 
could be made. Such evaluation should include a specification of what criteria that 
should decide what tool to choose.  

Pre-test improvements: This thesis project focused on ide ntifying improvements 
within the current test activities. However, there are phases before testing starts 
that affect the outcome of the test activities, i.e. that also could decrease the test 
costs:   

o Requirements management and testability 
o Design for tes tability 
o The structure of the development environment 

Competence and testing: It could be interesting to study how skilled the testers 
need to be for achieving their tasks and quantify how important it is that they have 
an adequate competence level, e.g. what is the relationship between competence 
and software quality? For instance, would the best programmers also be the best 
testers or is it unnecessary for a tester to be good at programming?  
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APPENDIX A 
 A TEST SCRIPT EXAMPLE 

Test script example: 
CONFIGURATION NAME     TestPusher 
CONFIGURATION USER     qpkgajo 
CONFIGURATION CREATE_REQUEST /home/qpkgajo/test/GMPCPushCreate.xml 
TEST     DELAY    10 
TEST_CONN     DTD      ADD    /home/qpkgajo/test/requests/mpc.dtd 
TEST_CONN     DATA     ADD    /home/qpkgajo/test/requests/test.files 
TEST_CONN     SINGLE   ASYNC   ReceiverPort   100 
TEST          DELAY    3000 
 

Test script output example: 
<Response> 
 <TestEvent name="TestPusher" start="1022181001" stop="1022181005"> 
  <Testcase start="20011022181002" stop="20011022181002"> 
   <Request string="MOLR"> 
    <5 65="4.00"> 
     <30>1</30> 
    </5> 
   </Request> 
   <Result string="MOLR"> 
    <5> 
     <30>1</30> 
     <206></206> 
    </5> 
   </Result> 
   <ExpectedResult string="MOLR"> 
    <5> 
     <30>1</30> 
     <207></207> 
    </5> 
   </ExpectedResult> 
   <Comparison string="OK"> 
    <5> 
     <30>OK</30> 
     <207>NOT_OK</207> 
    </5> 
   </Comparison> 
  </Testcase> 
 </TestEvent> 
</Response> 
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APPENDIX B 
 QUESTIONNAIRE 

The results from the questionnaire are marked with bold text.  

Not all respondents answered all questions because they had no experience with 
the subject. 

1. Name the last three projects (or all if fewer) that you were a designer in (do not 
include projects where you only worked with debugging after delivery) 

Were only added for analytic reasons as described in chapter 6. 

For the following two questions, rank the alternatives by giving them portions of 
scores that sum up to 100%. For example in question 1: 25/25/40/10, question 2: 
50/25/25. 

2. When you do not basic test all the functionality in your code it is because… 

o Lack of time: (Average score: 45%) 
o I do not know how to use the tools: (Average score: 14%) 
o Insufficient tools: (Average score: 33%) 
o It is not required before delivery (in specifications): (Average 

score: 8%) 
3. What kind of tools would improve test efficiency the most (shorten the total 

test time the most)?  

o Improved tools for testing a component in Basic Test (improve or 
replace DailyTest): (Average score: 30%) 

o Memory-leak/out of bounds detection tools (improve Purify or 
introduce new tool): (Average score: 34%) 

o Debug tools (improved trace/logging capabilities): (Average 
score: 36%) 

4. When properly managed, do you think that it would be cost-effective to use 
more code inspections to support the current test activities, that is, do you think 
that the extra time required for code inspections would decrease the total test 
time more than the code inspections would cost (yes/no)? (Yes: 12, no 3) 

Comments: “Inspections are good for spreading knowledge” 

           “Not beneficial until maintenance defects are included”  

           “Only if limited to the vital parts of the code”  

Make estimations for the following activities. You will probably think that the 
estimates vary for different components and different situations, but try to give an 
average value and relate to a component of average size and complexity.  

5. When you conduct Basic Test, how many hours do you need for repairing each 
defect that you find (defects that occur due to your mistakes, not defects in the 
specifications)? 

o <0.5 hour  (number or responses: 3) 
o 0.5-1.5 hours      (number or responses: 7) 
o 1.5-3 hours       (number or responses: 4) 
o 3-5 hours      (number or responses: 0) 
o >5 hours  (number or responses: 0) 
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Average: (3*0.25+ 7*1+4*2.25)/14 = 1.2 hours/defect 

6. When you debug after delivery to FT, how many hours does it take to find and 
repair each defect (hours/defect). 

    A (priority): <1 hour (0) 1-4 hours (3)  < 1 day (6) 1-3 days (4)  > 3 days (0) 

B  (priority): <1 hour (0) 1-4 hours (3)  < 1 day (6) 1-3 days (4)  > 3 days (0) 

Average (same for both A and B): (3*2.5+6*6+4*16)/13 = 8.3 hours/defect 

7. When you receive Trouble Reports in FT, what percentage do you put on 
finding the defects in relation to fixing them (e.g. 50/50)? 

A (priority for defect):  (Average: 58/42) 

B (priority for defect): (Average: 63/37) 

Average (A+B): 60.5/39.5% 
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APPENDIX C 
 DESIGN OF THE STK 

This appendix presents an overall design suggestion for one of the new 
improvement suggestions (section 9.1). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9-1: Description of the STK tool with example usage. The STK class 
contains a number of standard functions useful when performing tests on the 
plugins. A test program defines what tests to execute with the functionality 
provided by the STK and then executes the tests on a plugin. The results from the 
tests might be returned synchronously or asynchronously by the called plugin, or 
by another plugin that has specified the test program as receiver of the XML-
response. The functionality that the STK should contain is listed in the box for the 
STK class. The numbered list in ‘TestProgram.cc’ defines the course of action 
when creating a test.  

Since it might not be possible to implement a complete STK at once, the list below 
suggests an order of implementation for it. The range values within the parenthesis 
in the list headings, estimates the required implementation time for each part (for 
an experienced developer at MPC).  

1. Connections and simple requests (20-40 hours) 

The vital part of the STK is to contain functionality for establishing connections 
with the components. The useful functionality comprises handling of requests and 
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responses through the “FCS-connection” and “MO“ sending interfaces (the two 
primary ways of communicating within the system). 

2. Extended XML support (30-60 hours) 

Since the MPC products send the communication data embedded in XML, 
functionality that can simplify building and parsing of the XML requests would 
simplify the test development. In addition, functionality that simplifies variable 
iterations in the XML files would increase the possibilities to test for example 
ranges, boundary values, and random values (section 3.3.8).  

3. Collection of standard requests (40-80 hours) 

The DailyTest tool contains a number of useful functions (in addition to those that 
are covered in sections 1, 2 and 4) that when transferred also would increase the 
usability of the STK tool. However, since the functionality is moved into the STK 
environment, it could become more flexible (modifiable by C++ commands). 

4. Improvements of test results management (40-120 hours) 

The two main functions needed for handling results in the STK are result 
comparison and generation of result reports. Result comparison would be 
beneficial for both debugging and reporting purposes. Preferable,  the result reports 
should be able to provide information about how well the component is tested and 
how error-prone it was.  

5. Support for stand-alone testing (not as plugin) (10 hours) 

For achieving adequate unit testing (section 3.2.1), it is preferable to test individual 
classes and methods. Since the previously listed functionality does not provide 
such possibilities, a solution for it would increase the testing possibilities. After 
performing studies on the component structure, it was concluded that no 
functionality would be needed in the STK for covering this option. The 
architecture of the newer components enables direct instantiations of the main 
running class (the component server). Further, it would not be possible to make 
any general STK functionality for testing individual classes and functions since 
they differ too much. Further, it is only possible to test some classes and functions 
individually due to high dependencies with other parts in the system. However, 
instructions and examples of how to instantiate and make calls on a component 
should be provided in a template file.   

When summarising the estimated implementation time for the parts, between 140- 
310 man-hours are required for implementing the STK. However, it would be 
possible to introduce the STK into the organisation already when the steps 1 and 2 
are developed.  
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APPENDIX D 
 DESIGN OF NEW DEBUG COMPONENT 

The second part in the implementation proposal (section 9.2) includes a debug 
component that can be integrated as a component in the MPC products without 
requiring any changes in the current architecture.  

Figure 9-2 presents how the debug component should be integrated with the 
system and how to configure it. The debug component should be desig ned 
similarly to the EventLog component as also described in figure 9-2, i.e. it receives 
events from the Event component in the same way. The main difference with the 
component is that should contain functionality for sorting the logs that can be 
requested for with runtime commands. Further, the components that need to be 
debugged should implement functionality for turning logging on and off when 
suitable. When having this functionality in place, it is possible for the developer to 
add logs anywhere in the  code that are sent to the debug component when logging 
is turned on.  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9-2: Design of how a new debug component should be integrated with 
MPC products. It should work similar to the existing EventLog, but the logs to 
generate should be run-time configurable and the generated logs should be 
possible to sort with the debug component.   

The debug component would require about 80 hours of implementation and every 
component that uses it would need a few extra hours for adding debug messages 
and registering events (for an experienced developer at MPC). 
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